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Interpreting all the signals ^^

standard for
many years

Show uses humor, participation to expose dating faux pas
By Laura Collins

expectations surrounding the
way men and women are sup"If I said you had a nice body, posed to act. Kelly said women
would you hold it against me?" are expected to cross their legs,
was one of the pick-up lines be demure and appear uninterprovided by an audience mem- ested in sex.
ber in last night's "Sex Signals"
"We're virgins every time,"
Kelly said.
presentation.
The show.
sponsored
Mallory said that men are
^m ' aH
by University Activities supposed to be tough, aggres^K'i' ^^H
Organization, took a closer look sive and hunt.
"It's like I'm supposed to
at dating: "the good, the bad
^
1 V
and the ugly," using humor, act- drag you to a cave by your
ingand audience participation. hair," he said.
11^^
The actors, lohn
Next the two
Mallory and Amber
acted out a party
"Nail,
scene which led to
Kelly, began their
hammer,
•
presentation by acta discussion about
ing out a common
sexual innuendoes.
pound,
scene in which a
"Guys can get I
where
are
guy attempts to pick
want to have sex
upagiriatabar.
you having with you' from anyAfter the scene
Mallory said.
sex, Home "Ithing,"
can even get it out
they discussed how
of'hi.'"
someone's actions
j
Depot?"
can be misinterHe said, to a guy,
AMBER
KELLY,
CLASS
preted. For instance,
being offered a mint
\
can mean, "1 want
being uninterested
can often be confused for play- to have sex with you," being
offered a drink can mean "I
ing hard to get.
Mallory and Kelly also dis- want to have sex with you," and
cussed popular terminol- saying, "I'm not looking for
ogy regarding sex and dating, anything" can mean "I want
acting out situations with a to have sex with you, no strings
attached."
humorous edge.
They both said that the
"The terms we use for sex are
extremely awful," Kelly said. male-female interaction can
"Nail, hammer, pound, where be very confusing. They took
are you having sex. Home turns guessing what each other
lenniBoebel BGNews
I WANT YOU TO WANT ME: Amber Kelly and John Mallory. traveling actors, performed "Sex Signals" last night Depot?"
Next, they talked about
SIGNALS, PAGE 2
in the Union Ballroom. In this scene. Amber was acting out what she thinks guys want in a woman.
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Violence not a part
of Islamic beliefs
Muslims involved
in violence giving all
Muslims a bad name
By Jacqueline Rabe
REPORTER

Every time one Muslim acts violently it givesall Muslimsa black
eye, the editor of the online
publication ToledoMuslims,
com said.
After the Danish newspaper,
lyllen-Posten, published a scries
of cartoons that portrayed the
Muslim Prophet Mohammad
as a terrorist, violence spurred
around the world.
But the Muslims who are
taking part in this violence arc
only a small percentage of all
Muslims Mohammad Alo said,
editor ofToledoMuslims.com.
"People look at these Muslims
and think this is the how all
Muslims act because this is
the only reaction they see,"
Mohammad Alo said. "The way
they are reacting is embarrassing to us as a whole, it's more
important to be proactive than
over reactive."
In fact, over reaction and violent reaction is the only cover-

age Americans are seeing Zaher
Ibrahim said, president of the
Muslim Student Association at
BGSU.
"The U.S. news coverage has
not covered both sides fairly,"
Ibrahim said. "It has portrayed
the violence while it didn't shed
any light on the diplomatic
attempts that were explored."
For the most part Muslims
initially sought a peaceful solution by urging the media to put
an end to future publications of
the cartoons, but were unsuccessful as the cartoons showed
up in papers all over the world
from Europe to the U.S.
These western medias used
the defense of freedom of the
press from censorship. But
Imam Farooq Aboelzahab,
religious leader at the Islamic
Center of Greater Toledo, said
freedom has limits.
"You are free as long as
long as you are not attacking
a persons religion and beliefs,"
Aboelzahab said. "I can make
fun of your religion and you can
make fun of mine, but all that
accomplishes is lack of respect
CARTOON.PAGE 6

STUDENT MURDERS FRIEND:
Teenage girl from Illinois dismembers schoolmate and buries body
parts in two counties. Sarah Kolb,
17, is now facing up to 60 years in
prison; PAGE 7

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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Size doesrft matter
Fashion show gives
air of confidence to
people of all sizes
By Nikki Jardine
REPORTER

Men and women of all different
sizes, shapes and edinicities in
vibrant colors, sleek styles and
Bendy wear, strutted across the
runway at the fashion show "It's
Not Your Booty, It's Your Inner
Beauty; Be Happy, Be Healthy,
Be Beautiful!"
"You guys have done such
a great job," said a teary-eyed
lackie Palmieri to the models
before the show began. "I'm so

proud of you — you all look fabulous." Palmieri, health educator
at the Wellness Connection, was
the emcee and a coordinator for
the fashion show last night.
The crowd was bursting with
energy as they shouted, clapped
and cheered on the 15 models,
confident and energetic, as they
modeled outfits from The Gap,
Banana Republic, The Buckle,
S&K Menswear and Diversity
Boutique.
Portraying the theme of confidence, Shaneia Caldwell said,
"we'll make it a great success
because of the positfvity we've
put into it." Caldwell, sophomore, is the president and co-

BG's swampy past
topic of presentation
History specialist
discusses details of
area's farming roots
By Mecan Schmidt
REPORTER

Better known for its fields than
forests, it's hard for many to
imagine a northwest Ohio
where the trees grew so thick
the leaves blocked all sunlight.
But this Ohio did exist
lanet Rozick. historic programs specialist with Toledo
Metroparks described obstacles such as inadequate
roads and a densely wooded,
swampy environment teem-

ing with insects and disease as
problems that caused regions
like Wood County to be the
last portion of Ohio settled by
Europeans.
Rozick's
presentation,
"Farming the Great Black
Swamp," was part of the
monthly Curator series program at the Wood County
I listorical Museum.
"This land was so impossible to settle, even the Native
Americans avoided it." Rozick
said. "All of these factors helped
to retard settlement"
Randy Brown, curator at the
SWAMP. PAGE 2

founder of Fad Watch served as
a coordinator at the show.
The fashion show promoted
positive body image and selfconfidence, major themes for
student organization, Fad Watch,
which promotes self-confidence and originality through
fashion. Fad Watch emphasizes
nutrition, fitness and the inner
beauty of a person.
Having modeling experience
as well, Caldwell worked with
the models to create the choreography for the show.
A major point they were trying to make with the show was

University's overdue
book policy leads to
student confusion
By Hick Carrabine
REPORTER

The University's library policy
for late fees might be a mystery
to some students, but the policy
has been in tact since 1965, and
probably won't change according to Marybeth Zachary,
head of access for University
Libraries.
The policy states for every
day that a local book is late, it's
a 25 cent fee.
However fines are steeper
for some of the other libraries
materials.
Fines can be up to 50 cents
a day for Ohio Link materials,
and up to 25 cents an hour for
course reserves materials.
As for taking out books,
undergraduatess can take out
local books from the library
for three weeks with unlimited
renewals as long as there are no
requests for the books.
Graduate students can take
out hooks for a whole semester.
One problem that exists
with the library's late fee policy
is that some students arc not
being notified that their books
are late, according to Ftizo
Arellano, senior.
"I have had around four late
fees from the library," Arellano
said. "The library e-mailed me,
but it was already overdue.
They should have e-mailed
me right before it was due to
remind me."
Zachary says the library
sends out two overdue notices via e-mail, but there is not
always a set time in which the
e-mails will be sent.
"It depends on what the material is," she said. "Timelines are
different for different material,
you get the free 21 days and
then the first overdue notice
goes out within 7 days."
However, Arellano says that
sometimes the e-mails didn't
come within the first week.
Another student Meghan
McPherson, senior, says it took
much longer and that she never
got an e-mail,
"I got a letter in the mail."
McPherson said. "But I didn't
even get it until it was a couple
BOOKS. PAGE 2

FASHION, PAGE 2
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BATTLE GROUND: Guitarist Brett Horner and keyboardist/singer
Graig Jenkins play at "Battle of the Bands," a fundraiser for dance
marathon. They have played with The Tapes for six months.
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Fashion show looks at the inner you

BRIEFING
IMI IS HEWS

FASHION, FROM PAGE 1

Speakers will talk
about microbiology

Two prominent microbiologists will be speaking at 1
p.m. Monday in 112 Life
Science. Zhaohui Xu, a specialist in protein folding, has
done research at UCLA, the
University of Michigan and
the University of Minnesota.
His research in protein folding and bacterial
gene regulation has possible applications related
to cystic fibrosis, diabetes,
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's
as well as some blood dotting disorders, according to
the University of Michigan.
Much of R. Mark Wooten's
recent research at the
Medical University of Ohio
has focused on the ways
Lyme Disease avoids being
purged by the body. His talk,
scheduled for 3 p.m., is titled
"Host/Pathogen Interactions
in the Development of Lyme
Disease."
Both speakers are presented by the University's
department of biological
sciences. Refreshments are
offered.

Pat Dorsman 6G New

WALK THE WALK: Model Brittany shows off clothes by Banana Republic
at the "Its Not Your Booty, It's Your Inner Beauty" fashion show.

to "portray self-confidence; that
you can be happy, healthy and
beautiful all at the same time,"
'said Kelli Brown, sophomore,
who is a former anorexic, still
dealing with the repercussions.
"1 don't want people to go
through what I did — you can
be beautiful no matter what
size you are." she said. Brown is
the treasurer for Fad Watch and
also served as a coordinator for
the show.
Sophomore and model at
the show Melissa Young said
she hoped people walked away
from the show with "a heightened sense of self-esteem
— a better awareness of the
hill meaning of beauty in its
entirety."
"The whole point of involving the wcllness connection
is to promote positive body
image — bodies of all shapes
and sizes — that you can find
something no matter who you
are," Michelle Chapman said.
Chapman, sophomore, modeled at said the show and the
preparation for the event was a
"good experience —it made me
feel better about myself."
The first scene of the show
named "Colorful and Vibrant,"
featured relaxed but trendy

styles from The Gap, including
a variety of denim, camis, jackets, fitted tee-shirts and accessories.
The second scene, "Trendy
and Fierce," featured clothes
from The Buckle and Diversity
Boutique. Styles included gaucho pants, sequenced jeans,
Puma wear and button down
casual shirts.
It was followed by the scene,
"Dress for Success," featured
clothes from Banana Republic
and S&K Menswear. The ladies
showed off fashionable but professional outfits which included a variation of skirts, pants,
button down shirts and jackets.
The gentlemen got loud cheers
from the ladies in the crowd as
they glided across the runway
in sleek three-piece suits from
S&K Menswear.
The show's end included
a last ran of the models and
Palmieri's thanks to the participants in tlie show. Palmier!
ended the show by saying "the
reason you got to college is
because of who you arc and
your talents — and the only
way you're getting out of here is
with what's inside."
The show was sponsored by
student organization FadWatch
and the Wellness Connection/
Student Health Service.

Students get a feel for Black Swamp life in the 1800s
SWAMP, FROM PAGE 1

museum, said that early settlers
went through "great difficulty to
clear die land and make it worthwhile to even stay out here.''
Rozick defined the Great Black
Swamp that covered northwest
Ohio — as an area of about 30
miles north to south and about
120 miles east to west. Geologists
considered all the pans of northwest Ohio that had a high day
content to be part of the Great
Black Swamp because that clay
was responsible for holding the
water in place.
Rozick explained to an audience of about 40 that water sits
on top of day and doesn't seep
through — which created the perfect conditions for the swamp
It wasn't until the War of 1812
that soldiers blazed one of the first
paths through the region. Rozick
said what is known today as U.S.
Route 68 and State Route 25 was

originally a road troops used in
during the war that was about 15
to 20 miles long and later became
the first postal route in the area
The only other cleared path
available to settlers was the
Maumec Western-Reserve Road,
which Rozick said today has
become'roughly Route 20," wasn't
finished until 1827. Even after that,
it was deemed only tolerable for
travel during the summer season,
from lury to September.
"It was difficult to navigate and
wagon wheels just sunk into the
mud, which was knee to belly
deep" Rozick said.
Travelers using the Maumec
Western-Reserve had to stop so
frequently that taverns began to
pop up every mile. Tavern owners
would pour extra water on the
road to "encourage more business," Rozick said.
Settlers later tried to combat the
poor travel conditions by laying
planks of oak down in boardwalk

fashion on the roads. But when ing settlements to work together
the wood got wet, the planks on clearing the land.
"They had so many trees that it
quickly liegan to deteriorate.
"People could literally see the never occurred to them that they
road breaking up and floating might ran out," she said.
But despite the social affair this
away in front of them," Rozick
activity became, Rozick said the
said.
process was not only
Coming up with
clever ways to clear People could physically strenuous, but dangerous
trees was also a chalbecause it exposed
lenge settlers encoun- literally see
settlers to disease
tered. When hacking
the
road
and put them at the
down huge trees
breaking
up
mercy of insects
with axes became
loo much work, they and floating that swarmed the
swamps.
resorted to tactics
away..."
"You'd go to swat a
like "girdling" which
mosquito and pull
involved stripping the
IANET ROZICK.
away a bloody hand,"
bark off of the tree and
HISTORY SPECIALIST
she said.
waiting for it to die.
The task of clearing
Settlers also slashed
or cut trees down the middle and trees and turning land into a proallowed the wind to eventually ductive place to farm was so difficult that the U.S. government had
blow them over.
Rozick said logging became a to begin offering large amounts of
hobby for early settlers and peo- acres for cheap prices to settlers.
ple would arrive from neighbor- The Land Act of 1800 priced land

at $2 an acre as long as settlers
bought at least 320 acres. .Settlers
then had four years to pay for
those acres in four installments.
But Rozick said (lie installment
plan didn't work to many settlers'
advantages.
"If you took a year to get all your
stumps out of the ground and the
next year you had a drought and
couldn't pay your installments,
you were already two years behind
in payments," she said.
Another problem, according to
Rozick. was the government could
not prevent "squatters" from settling land they did not purchase
from the government, but simply showed up and claimed. And
much of the "good" land was
bought from the government was
never cleared and farmed buy the
buyers.
Settlers who did manage to
dear their land successfully and
begin fanning on it generally
didn't make much, if any, profit.

Library keeping its original policies on overdue books
BOOKS,FROM PAGE 1

of weeks after it were already
due."
If late books are not returned
in person, the fines go straight
to bursar.
While the fines for late books
aren't going to be putting dents
in students' wallets, losing a
book could.
But according to Zachary,
there are ways to stop fees after
an amount of time.
"If somebody tells us that

there is a problem with the
book, we stop any fine accumulation," she said. "If someone
thinks they lost the book or left
it at home, as long as they tell us,
the fines stop accumulation as
of that point."
What happens then is that
a student has thirty days to try
and figure out what happened
to the book, Zachary said.
But if they need more time
there is an option to talk to
Zachary one on one to discuss
how they can handle the situ-

ation.

If a student does flat out lose
a book but then they find it later,
there is a substantial refund
that goes back to the student
Zachary said.
"We don't really want the
students' money," she explains.
"We just really want to get our
stuff back."
Although McPherson and
Arellano have both received
fines from the library, they both
agree with the late fee policy.
"I think its fair because

fffiB
vooi> tf»
tins*

February 24,2006
*«
10pm to 1am
H£*
Student Recreation Center

*3&rV
Raffled off items include:
•DVD players
•DVD's
•Gas Cards
•Games
and much more.

everyone needs books here so
I agree with their decisions,"
McPherson said. "Besides, all
libraries have fines."
Zachary says the chances
of the late fee policy changing
are slim because unless there
is money attached, there is not
much attention for students to
return materials. But its not
money they are after.
"The bottom line is we don't
need students' money," she
said. "We just want out material to come back and some-

Giant Inflatable
Obsticle Course
• 3-on-3 Basketball

•MUSIC
• Bungee Run
Finger Painting
Bring a non-perishable item
and get an additional ticket
frfca
for the
£fcj
P* raffled prizes!
W^

Sponsored by: Wellness Connection, UCADI, Student Recreation
Center, Pepsi, Bacchus Gamma, Student Health Service, Alpha Phi
Omega, Mortar Board, Bowling Green Police Department, VPSA
Success Challenge, Residence Life Special
Programs, ODADAS

times it takes money to get the
students attention."
If students are unable to
physically turn their book in
at the library, they can either
renew a book over the phone
or on the libraries home page
as long as it is not already
overdue.
"We want people to understand to use the library without getting fines," she said.
"From that end, we make it
easier for students to renew
books.

Even Frodo's
having a hard
time dating
SIGNALS. FROM PAGE 1

looked for in the opposite sex.
Kelly said men want a woman
who constantly wants to have
sex, eat steaks, drink beer, watch
ESPN and is willing to kiss other
random giris at a bar.
Mallory replied that women
don't want a normal man, they
want a cross between Brad Pitt
and Oprah.
"Giris like the bad guy, even if
they say they want the sensitive
guy," Mallory said. "But the last
time I checked, Frodo wasn't gettinganyplay."
From there, the presentation
took a serious turn. Mallory and
Kelly acted out a scene where
a man was defending himself
against rape allegations. Kelly
said that they wanted it to seem
like the discussion came out of
nowhere so it would mirroradate
rape situation. Meaning it could
be a good date that takes an ugly
turn and ends badly.
They discussed misconceptions about rape. Many people
picture it taking place in a dark
alley where someone jumps out
from behind a bush, Kelly said.
"Why there are bushes in alleys,
I'll never know," she said. "More
likely, rape occurs between two
people that know each other."
Mallory and Kelly said people
can get confused by each other's
actions and interpret them incorrectly, so it is always best to discuss having sex.
"You have a beautiful apartment, what are my chances
at having sexual intercourse
tonight?" Mallory said as a suggestion.
While it might make for an
awkward conversation, at least
both people will be on the same
page, they said.
Senior Corrie Porinchak, double major in psychology and sodology, went to the presentation
because it dealt with issues she
was discussing in class.
"I thought the presentation was
interesting," Porinchak said. "It
really opened my eyes to see that
being confused can lead to date
rape."
Alex lullenkamp, UAO member, said they chose to sponsor
the event because they were looking for diverse programs tiiat are
educational and entertaining.
This program hits people in
the face," I'ullenkanip said.

BGNEWS
CORRECTIONS
SBC article cited
incorrect treasurer
In yesterday's issue of
The BG News, the artide,
"Contusion continues over
SBC," misspelled the last
name of Andrew VanAtta and
incorrectly named him as the
treasurer of Hillel. VanAtta is
treasurer of Phi Sigma Pi and
the University's history sodety. Due to this misatrribution.
quotes from VanAtta were
incorrectly linked to I UlleL

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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SPEAKER TO DISCUSS SPIRITUAL MEANINGS

CAMPUS

Presented by Grail Movement of America, Uzo Chima
will discuss a spiritual meaning of the escalation
in natural disasters through "A Call for Spiritual
Awakening!" based on the work, "In the Light of Truth:
The Grail Message," written by Abd-ru-shin. The event
will be Saturday, Feb. 25 at 4 p.m., in 314 Union.

Luncheon cuts into dangerous topic
Self-injury talk goes
into deeper issues on
why people mutilate
By Megan Votes
REPORTER

It's addictive. Like the abuse of
drugs and alcohol, cutting i^
another form of addiction.
Cutting, or self-mutilation, is
something that starts small Inn
can easily get out of control,
according to Amy Greenberg
and Laurie Fleckenstein, both
doctoral students, who presented yesterday's brown hag
luncheon. The presentation
was titled, "Cutting through
the Silence: A Dialogue about
Self-Mutilation."
Cutting falls under the category of self-injury and it's deliberate, repetitive and impulsive
harm of ones body. While cutting may be the most common

form, there are other various good social support network.
kinds which include burning, There are also findings in which
breaking bones on purpose these self-injurers have coexist
or scratching, according to ing problems with substance
abuse or an eating disorder.
the presenters.
People who may fall under While these are the more comthese categories usually have mon reasons as to why thev
do this there are also
a mental health
other reasons.
problem and this is a
way for them to feel
Often times family and
friends of the sell -injurrrs
better about themselves or for them to
have no idea what lo do
for these people. They iln
calm down.
not want to push them
"For |these peoova the edge bin at the
ple! it feels better for
same time they want lo
them to just see the
blood sometimes."
0611 hem help.
LAURIE
"I attended this event
Fleckenstein said.
FLECKENSTEIN
to learn more about the
There are many
underlying reasons
self-injurers and why
to why a person may feel the the) feel the need to hurt thcmneed to do this to themselves. In sekes." said Caillin McKisson,
manycasestheself-injurershave freshman.
a history of emotional, sexual, or
Greenberg and Fleckenstein
discussed a three-step process
physical abuse, Greenberg said.
Other times they just lack a that can he used in helping these

getalifp
^L^ ^m
^^BBS^^

The calendar of events is taken trom
hup: vunKlii;Mi.ulu

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Recruitment
Days
Come find out how national service can help you get experience
and earn money for college. Wood
County Corps has full and pad
time opportunities starting immediately and in September 06. Come
find out how you can get hands-on
experience that will further your
career goals. Join Wood County
Corps and be an AmeriCorps
member in Wood County. For more
information contact: Ed Newman,
woodcorps@bgsu.edu or
419-372-9625.
204 South Hall

fl^^^BiS^liB^i^L^tai ^^B W^

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Spring Break Service Trip Sign Ups
Looking for a spring break experience that involves service? Come
help us build! Trip cost is $100
for lodging, food and transportation. Join us as we travel to the
Appalachian region of West Virginia
for a week of service. Trip sponsored by Catholic Newman Club.
Trip open to all BGSU students,
all religions, all majors, no construction experience necessary.
For application materials contact:
Karen Shuftz at keshult@bgsu.edu
SI. Thomas More University Parish,
425 Thurstin Avenue

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Global AIDS Week Ribbon Sale
Sponsored by the American Medical
Student Association
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Fund Drive
W6GU-FM 88 I will be selling
WBGU-FM T-shirts and sweatshirts

lor a lund drive.
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Care Packages
Sponsored by Gospel Choir.
Union Lobby

people. It's called the Q.l'.lt.
which stands for Question,
Persuade and Refer,
The first step is to ask the
sell-injurer if they are doing
this because thev want to kill
themselves, or lo make them
feel better. Then someone should try to and
persuade them to stop
putting themselves
through this harmful
phase, (ireenberg said
not to tell them lo stop
Immediately because
then self-injurers will

other than hurting themselves,
such as exercising or making a
phone call.
the final step is referral. It's
important to refer them lo a
psychologist or psychiatrist w hn
can get them more help than a
Mend or family member
can, Fleckenstein said
McKisson found ihe
three-step process could
be helpful.
"I don't feel with .ill the
information people can

Greenberg said.
Fleckenstein called it "positive

said people can tell the self
injurers to stop and that it is had
for them, hut if they don't want
to slop or aren't yet ready lo.

then there is nothing else to do
but refer them to a specialist and
offer go with them.
I'hey also pointed out that
sell mutilation is much like an
eating disorder — the people
who have it may not realize what
it is they are doing lo themseh es
andothei people around them.
[here are many myths that
surround this disorder that people may associate with it. the
biggest one is that sdf-injUI) is
,ui attempt at suicide, according
in I lei kenstein.
Cutlers want to harm themselves, hut don't always want to
kill themselves. I.lining or any
form nt it Is a coping mechanism
lor some people |iist like hinge
drinking is for some.
Either way it should not be
looked at as them just wanting
attention, (ireenberg said, its a
mental health issue and it can
lie treated.

Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Union Lobby

11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Master Class: Emanuele Arciuli,
piano
Italian pianist Emanuele Arciuli
will present a guest master class.
Free and open to the public. For
more information contact: Robert
Satterlee at rsatter®
bgnetbgsu.edu
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

8 p.m.
Guest Artist:
Emanuele Arciuli. piano
Guest Italian pianist Emanuele
Arciuli will pertorm a recital featuring works by Adams. Ballard.
Crumb and Rzewski. Arciuli is currently a guest faculty member at
the Cincinnati College-Conservatory
ot Music. Free and open to
the public.

feel more inclined to

continue the abuse

give me i can adequately help [self-injurersl
because I believe there
an- more psychological
issues ihe\ are dealing
With that I am not qualified to help with." she said.

AMY
GREENBERG

"Never take away
someone's
coping mechanism unless then'
is something lo replace it,"

Greenberg and Fleckenstein

addiction." In other words, getting them focused on something

11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Info Table
Sponsored by the Latter Day Saints
Student Assrc
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Raffle ol XBox 360 and other items
Sponsored by the Maste' ot
Business Student Assoc.
Union Lobby

Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Ms Center

1 - 5 p.m.
Chicago Trip Raflle
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi.
Union Lobby
*

11 a.m. -3 p.m.
Sudan and Race
Sponsored by Amnesty
International.
Union Lobby

8 - 9 p.m.
h2o Live
Come to h2o Live and hang out
with hundreds of students who
want to get their questions about
God answered! For more information contact www.h2ochurch.com
Union Mulli-Purpose Room

2 - 7 p.m.

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Dance Marathon Fundraiser
Omega Phi Alpha will be raffling off
tickets for a spot in a hot tub.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
DM Sweatpants Sale
Dance Marathon fundraiser sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega.
Union Lobby

Speed Dating Ticket Sales
Sponsored by McDonald
Hall Council.
Union Lobby

8 - 9 p.m.
NABJ meeting
You're invited to an informational
meeting lo discuss the formation of
a student chapter of the National
Association of Black Journalists.
310 West Hall

2:30 - 6 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Computer Art
Club Event
Sponsored by Computer Art Club.
Union Lobby

10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Spaghetti Dinner Ticket Sales

i r

falcon Him festival

SHOW

uary 25

1062 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green

,& <Uxoartj\

More Info At: www.bgsu.edu/bgmoviefest

352-9055

3&r

Ollice ol the CIO • Ollice ol Residence tile • BGSU Bookslon

PEPSI PAYOUT
SERIES
PRESENTED BY

ONE LUCKY FAN WILL HAVE
A SHOT AT $10,000!
Game Presenting
Sponsor

•

MINI-MEGAPHONES TO THE FIRST
500 FANS IN ATTENDANCE!

T

tn. s<y /i »■ <i*.•<!.

Sunday,^*"*
Nazareth Ha»

at 6:30 .
•Free Admissi
Open to the Publi
• Prizes Given Oun

KROGER PLAZA

*.i/f.i <>..'*

,/,, - i i i rvt.,,., SrrMl
/ Hilll In frof < >"'■ ■
•Lfnlvoruity /t..«<fc.->lo#-o
-Stutntni ">•■>»> tnformmtlon />.-.*
1 077 BGSU TICKET
BGSUPALCONSXQM

February Special
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE

Campbell Hill Apts
318 Campbell Hill Rd
Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses
Featuring

•A/C
•Dishwasher
•Full Basements
•Garbage Disposals
•W/D in select units
•Microwave
•on of BG's Largest 2 bedrooms

BGSU

fP§MT

7.0SPM

Free
Admission

Os

Hours:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm
445 E Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419.352.0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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OPINION

"The terrorists in Iraq have again proven
that they are enemies of all faiths and of
all humanity."
President George W. Bush a-janling the bombing of a Shiitc mosque in Iraq.
(wnvmothliTsuiJaititvani)

STAFF EDITORIAL I I'XIVKIiSITY <H ( \l It OM.MA

President pushes alternative fuel
A few months after his worst
political year, I'resident Hush
lias started to mow in the right
direction. In one ana, at least.
The president has spent the
IKist two days touring the country to promote his new emphasis on alternative energy sources
and reducing U.S. reliance on
foreign oil.
It was a promise he voiced in
his State of the Union address
last month, and .Americans
have been waiting to see how he
would follow through.
During a stop Monday in

YOU DECIDE
Do you think President Bush is
doing enough to decrease oil
dependency? Send an E-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.
Milwaukee, Wis.. Bush visited
lohuson Controls' hybrid lottery
factory to look at concept hybrid

can being developed with die
help of government funds.
Tuesday, he spoke at the

National Renewable Energy Lab
in Colorado, saying he has "spent
a lot of time worrying about the
national security implications of
being addicted to oil."
Skeptical observers could
dismiss Bush's promises to give
Increased funding to alternative
energy as merely a wounded
politician paying lip service to
his critics —and they might be
right.
But as an editorial board
that has been in the "skeptical
observer" camp for most of
Bush's presidency, we're cau-

LETTERS TO TIIK EDITOR,
SBC not at fault
SBC should
award positive for budgeting
contributions confusion
I found it very disheartening
to read that the SBC gave the
College Republicans a 71 percent (S6050) increase in funding
from last year.
A 71 percent increase?
These are the same College
Republicans who hung up fliers
which read "I'd rather be shot
by Dick Cheney than drive with
Ted Kennedy." and "Hey liberal,
stop whining!"
Docs the SBC realize that the
funds they are allocating to UKCollege Republicans are being
used for such blatant disrespect?
As our peers, how could they not
notice these fliers, as they cover
entire kiosks around campus?
I \en more disheartening was
when, as the treasurer for the
Organization for Women's Issues
(OW1) I went to Clint Stephens,
the advisor of SBC. I expressed
my concerns regarding OWI's
small allocation — 52,448, a 29
percent decrease from last year.
To my surprise, when I
explained. I was not encouraged
to appeal, but to partner with
other organizations, With whom
did Mr. Stephens advise that it
is best to partner? The College
Republicans.
While I realize spreading out
$400,000 between 151 organizations is a difficult task, I fear the
SBC: made too many mistakes
and left organizations feeling
disappointed, confused and
frustrated.
In the future, I hope SBC will
consider not only these complaints, but also whether or not
an organization is contributing
to the community in a positive
manner.
EMILY RESNIK
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

resniketf'bgsu.edu

I have been reading recent
articles on the SBC, and they
place blame solely on the Office
of Campus Involvement and
the Student Budget Committee.
I lave we forgotten the responsibility of organizations to complete the process?
I am treasurer of a graduate
organization and was able to
complete the funding process
with little confusion.
When I did have a question. I
asked. I asked the SBC advisor,
SBC chairs, the five SBC members, tile graduate assistant, and
the OCI financial consultants.
I know several treasurers who
completed the process without
problems. Perhaps it isn't the
fault of(X:i or the SBC. but
rather a lack of responsibility of
organizations to ask the right
questions and seek answers.
The confusion is over the 3
percent increase cap. The rules
say "Organizations may only
request a maximum of a three
percent increase of the past fiscal
year's total allocation for speaker
fees/costs." The restriction is
italicized, meaning if an organization explains why an exemption is needed, it may be granted
(which is explained in the funding limitations).
This limitation is based on the
annual allocation to the SBC
which was a 3 percent increase
from last year.
I also disagree with the
staff editorial, suggesting the
appeals deadline be extended.
Organizations had a week to
clear up confusion and submit
an appeal.
The SBC is designed to make
objective decisions on how to
allocate funds to enhance student life.
There is a limited amount of

money, and it's distributed to
make die most impact on campus
AUREA 0SG00D
GRADUATE STUDENT

aosgood(",bgsu.edu

tiously optimistic about his
efforts now. Dare we say it?
Good... work... Mr. President.
In this most recent campaign,
Bush has caught the attention
of many Californians, especially
Angelenos, who sometimes
treat cars with an importance
reserved for vital organs.
California — which in 2004
landed four of the top five
spots in die American Lung
Association's "Most polluted U.S.
cities" list — clearly has a pollution problem.
The emphasis California

BRAD J. K0GUT
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
kogutbC'ibgsu.edu

ciency of automobiles, which
would encourage U.S. automakers to look less at the gas-guzzling SUV and more toward
hybrid, diescl and fuel cells
The bottom line is that more
energy efficiency and less
dependence on foreign oil has
always made sense, so long as
it doesn't translate into energy
companies cannibalizing the
American wilderness.
Hearing the president say that
— and, more importantly, seeing him act on it — would be a
breath of fresh air.

PEOPLE Shuttles are in
ON THE STREET
If you could change
anything about the
shuttle service, what
would you change?

Comments
offend proud
BGSU students
By the time you read this, I hope
that )im lavasseur, has transferred from this University,
His article about Preview Days
was the most ignorant piece I
have ever read.
In response to his analogy, "if
universities were cars, the Ivy
league schools would be sleek
red Ferraris and we'd be stuck in
a puke-green Itord Pinto.. .without wheels.. .and missing an
engine:" what about smdents
who feel just having the opportunity to go to college is a sleek
red Ferrari?
In no way does BGSU feign to
be Ivy league, but that doesn't
lessen the education provided.
As for remarks about
President Sidney Ribcau. they
arc erroneous. I am guessing
that he has never met the man
or had die chance to speak with
him, but know Uiat his comments were unwarranted and
disrespectful.
As for his future organization,
"Students United For Others
Knowledge And Truth," or
"SUFOCATE", I hope that the
acronym is indicative of the
mission.
If he have such disdain for
BGSU and think that all of the
students here are "suckers", as he
so eloquently put, I£AYE!Test
question D, "will you go here
next year," )im? "If YES... don't".

lawmakers have recently placed
on alternative energy issues,
such as free carpool lane passes
for hybrid car owners, shows
an interest in finding ways to
address that problem.
For once, perhaps, Bush's
interest in alternative energy will
put him in step with this stale.
While the lip service and recognition are nice. Bush needs to
take a couple more steps to really prove his dedication to weaning the country off foreign oiL
One would be to mandate
large increases in the fuel effi-

KELLY BR0EG
JUNIOR, MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
"More buses to
decrease wait times."

JESHAUNEJACKSON
"The way you have
to ride the bus all the
way around if you
want a stop that has
already passed."

NICK VALENTINE
"The availability and
consistency of when
the bus stops"

DEL0RA BR00KINS
SOPHOMORE, SUPPLY
CHAIN MANAGEMENT
"/ wish they had a
two-way bus system."

need of makeover

It's 10:18 a.m. when you
finally manage to wake up,
and you have a 10:30 class
on the other side of campus.
What do you do?
Assuming you don't roll over
and fall back asleep, you jump
out of bed, throw on whatever
smells clean, grab a stick of gum
and head for the door.
There is only one thought
that enters your mind as you're
running to class in the infamous,
freezing-cold, Bowling Green
wind: Where is the shuttle when
you need it?
You are of course referring
to the University's shuttle service, which operates during the
academic year, transporting
students along a main campus
route as well as off-campus
north and south routes.
Whether you're a freshmen or
a senior at the University, you've
been in Bowling Green long
enough to know how vital the
campus shuttle service can be,
especially in the winter.
When the temperature drops
below freezing and the snow
begins to fall, there is no sweeter sight than that of an orange
and white campus shuttle pulling up to your stop, and many
students agree.
"The shuttle system is great
because it keeps you warm
when it's cold and windy," said
sophomore Amy Guthrie.
Others appreciate the shuttle
system for the security that it
offers.
"I like that the shuttles run at
night so that when you're out
late, you can stay safe," said
sophomore Suzanne Rudy.
Also, the shuttle drivers are all
very kind. They always seem to
be smiling as they circle campus
and will often go out of their way
to serve students.
But despite the wonderful drivers and other factors
that make the shutde system
great, there is always room for
improvement.
When it comes down to it,
the shuttles arc only convenient
if they are there when you need
them, and many times, they
just aren't.
"I don't remember the last time
1 took a shuttle. They always
take forever," said Emily Grooms,
a sophomore at the University.
"If you're going to wait around for
20 minutes, you might as well
walk to class."
Grooms has a point. It is not
very convenient to be able to
wait to class in less time than
you would have to spend standing at a shuttle stop
But more than being incon-

TAYLOR
COPELAND
•

Opinion Columnist

venient, a number of students
1 spoke with simply feel that
the shuttie system is not very
reliable.
The main complaint students
have is that tile shuttles don't
keep to a clear-cut schedule
According to the University's
Web site, depending on the
route, shuttles are supposed to
make their rounds every 10 to 20
minutes.
But as the day goes on, the
shuttles fall behind, and students can wait even longer, and
when you're in a hurry, waiting is
just not an option.
It's tough because students
are never exactly sure when a
shuttle will come next. One
solution is to allow more time
when necessary. But many times,
such as when students are on
the go between classes, it's just
hit or miss.
Some students realize this
fact and rarely take the shuttle.
Others only ride the shuttle out

to Lot a
My guess is that upon hearing about the recently proposed
future transportation fee, those
who never use the University's
shuttle service will be among the
first to object.
The new plan will require students to pay an additional $10
per semester, and this money
will go straight to the shuttle
service. Currently, money from
parking tickets and fines is used
to run the shuttles, but the
proposed fee would enable the
shutde service to become selfsufficient Fees would help with
the upkeep of shuttles as well as
a possible a new route.
But students who don't use
the campus shuttles shouldn't
have to pay an extra $20 a year
to help establish a downtown
route that they will likely never
use.
The newly proposed plan is
not necessarily a bad idea, but
it will likely face some strong
opposition.
But at least it appears that
campus shuttle services are
receiving well-deserved attention, which could lead to
improvements in current routes.
Perhaps soon students won't
be left wondering, where the
shuttle is.
Send comments to Taylor at
tdcopel@bgsu.edu.
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Global warming still growing
JENNIFER
GREENUP
U-WireCohimntit
Tlie Sews Record
I'nhvrsity ofOncirmtiti

Illustrated BrSteie Sack IKRI)

Preview Days still useful for
many prospective students
AMANDA
TUCKER
Guest Columnist

-

Hello and welcome to
Bowling Green's largest
Preview Day of the year,
President's Day! Oh, watch the
vomit and excrement in the staircase, happens all the time! Pire
alarm? No worries, just ignore it,
I'm sure it was a pull.
Do vve really need to show
prospective students diese things?
They really don't happen that
often, especially not as frequently
as one would think in McDonald.
I would know. I'm a Resident
Advisor there.
A wise man once said that the
two tilings you never want to see
made are sausage and laws. Well,
people still eat sausage and abide
by our nation's laws (depending
on the law, but that's another
storyl, so why drag them tlirough
the slaughterhouse or throw them
on Capital Mill?
Of course we're going to
sugarcoat everything on preview
days! Most of these prospective
students have already applied
to our university their toughest part is over. (Hirs, however,
has just begun. The university is
now essentially applying to the
prospective student. We obviously are going to pull out all of
the stops we possibly can. We're
not going to tell them where the
clubs are or what beer to drink!
We are a UNIVERSITY! They are
coming here to learn first if you

pass someone at the university
and ask them what they are doing
here, their response will be "I go
to school here", not "I heard BG
was a great place to par- tay and
tuition is just a way to get there".
I worked at my hall's front desk
from 8 am. to 12 p.m. on Preview
Day. I ionestry, I felt like Tour
Guide Barbie. And the smile didn't
unhook until 4 p.m. around those
prospective students. I enjoyed it.
I like to smile! I actually saw other
people around campus with
smiles helping other people. Take
a deep breath and enjoy your
university!
I understand that it is weird for
people to hear parents ask all of
these questions about the university, but did anyone think that
maybe the students are a little
overwhelmed to ask? It wasn't
that long ago that we all were,
experiencing this same process.
It can get scary. Besides, in most
cases, the parents are shelling
out the money. If they're going to
be spending upwards of 550,000
for an education for their child,
I think they deserve to ask some
questions!
I agree that these prospective
students do not ask enough questions or are timid. Have you ever
heard of orientation? What about
those awesome people that give
up a big chunk of their summer
to address this wry issue? Parents
are separated from their children
during orientation. It doesn't have
to be on President's Day too.
On a more personal note,
Resident Advisors should be
excited about this If we don't have

these residents we are out of a
job. The university pays us, and
we should support Residence
Life. I know I do. 1 would not go
anywhere but Bowling Green,
even knowing the "inside" as
a Resident Advisor. It's not that
had. Get a grip and smile it off!
Complain to your direct supervisor, I'm sure that they would
be 11APPY to hear you bash our
University. I know I am.
Next, McDonald Hall is
not that bad. I chose to be a
Resident Advisor here. You
may think that the hall is terrible and awful and all of these
horrible things go on, but give
the residents the benefit of the
doubt. These are awesome students and they behave rather
well. You may hear of all this
stuff that went on over the
weekend, but we have nearly
1200 residents in this building.
That is a lot. Give us a break!
We need to look at the bright
side of these issues The tour
guides, workers volunteers
faculty and staff, desk clerks
1 lall Directors, and Resident
Advisors did an awesome job on
Monday! Their legs and smiles
are still recovering. I lowever,
their positive attitudes leave a
lasting impression on the future
students at Bowling Green State
University. So, to all of those who
smiled, helped, directed, toured,
let people observe classes, thank
you very much. It really does not
go un-noticed.

There is still heated
debate today over global
warming, if it exists, if it
doesn't and humanity's effect
upon the process. Yet telltale
signs of its existence are all
around us.
The signs we see and hear
the most are the catastrophic
weather events occurring
worldwide, such as hurricanes,
violent winter storms and
mudslides. In these cases, we
know what was lost, yet we
cannot prove the true cause.
Some consider these events to
be natural cycles, while others
believe they were created by
years of human Intervention
and pollution.
The subtler, slowly occurring effects of global warming
are everyone's problem, even
Ohioans, and it's difficult to
estimate its magnitude.
The New York Times reported Sunday that this is the first
year anyone can recall that
there was no ice on the
Great Lakes.
Two years ago. Ohioans
were holding bonfires on the
ice and driving across the
lake to Canada.
This year, many small
businesses that depend on
the ice for their livelihood
are hurting.
The lackof ice has devastated the economy of these
communities. In China,
some scientists are concerned that global warming
will cause rare medicinal
plants that grow on cold
mountaintops to become
extinct, according to a recent
NPR report.
Asian medicine, and perhaps human lives, depend
upon many of these plants.
Their loss could be devastating to their economies
But these scientists cannot
even prove the plant loss is

occurring. They can only predict what may happen in the
future. Because of this, critics
can argue that these are natural cycles, not something created or accelerated by humans.
II scientists cannot agree on
global wanning, how can we
expect our leaders to work
together on a comprehensive
solution to the problem?
I believe j;luh,il warming is
a real cycle that the earth goes
through. However, is humankind contributing to this natural process'.'
If there is even a slight
chance that our behavior is
causing the global warming
to accelerate, we must rethink
our actions. The talk right now
is on oil, our dependence mi it
and its effect on the environment. We need cleaner energy
sources and more fuel-efficient
cars.
We have that. I lybrid cars
are available for not much
more than other new cars.
Granted, not everyone can
go out right away and buy a
new car. but there are mam
people who, instead of buying
expensive SUVs, could make
better choices for the cm Iranment.VVc also have significant
advances in wind-powered

electricity, All that is needed
now is financial backing.
And the list g(K>s on, if it was
.ink so easy,
Aiiii the devastation in New
Orleans, everyone heard talk
about restoring the coastal
wetland thai could of protected the city
Vet talk is i heap and not
everyone is willing to make
the haul choices to protect the

environment
Right now there is a case
before the Supreme Court that
argues propertj owners have
the right to develop the protected wetlands they own.
Will the coun agree?
Our leaders are not going
to get tough on protecting the
environment until we do.
I miinnmental issues are
too numerous and complicated, and we lend to separate
them into individual pieces in
order to understand them.

But something gets lost
in this process, the issues
somehow no longei seem
connected.
Our nation needs to change
the way it views environmental issues. I he little things matin just as much as the bis and
actions will certainly speak
Iciuclei ill.in winds.

Muslim Americon Society (MAS) • Masnd Saad Foundation (MSF)
The Islamic Center of Greater Tolodo • MSA of the University of Toledo
MSA of Bowling Green State University
Invites you to

Cartoons:

An Insightful Discussion ol the International Muslims
Response lo Ihe Catloons

Imam Yahya Hendi:
Muslim Chaplain ol Georgetown University

Sotutday Febuoty 2S, 2005 • 6.45 ■ 9:30 pm
Ihe Islamic Center ol Gteotei Toledo
25877 Stheidet Rd, Peitysbutg, Ohio 43551
Kids undet 12 nol allowed • Snacks and Refreshments will be seived

Send comments to Amanda at

abuchttttgaitdu.

Apartments for Rent!
You Can Afford!
EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451 THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

402 High tUm
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET At Thurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn.,One Bdrm.& One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate- $520

707-727 THIRD STREET- One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn.,One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $580
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

825 THIRD STREET - I'ef. Allowed*
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn,, Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

449 455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn.orUnfurn., One bdrm.One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350
■M SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

810FIFmW&7Q7S|XTHM1»StY«Hh
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470
831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

505 CLOUGH - Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn.,One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 1 72 baths. Dishwasher.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

tyts SECOND STREET- Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn.One bath.
School Year - Two Person flate- $620
One Year -Two Person Rate - $520

PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable
pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777,733,755
Manville, 825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENlAt OFFICf:-119 354 ?260
Hours Monday to fnday 8:30 5:30 Saturday 8:30 5:00
wvvw.|ohnnewlovciwlest Jle.com
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Office of Residence Life

Apartment Preference Form
(submit in person to the Office of Residence Life)
Seniors (90 or more hours) & Juniors (60 89 hours)
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25 - 59 hours) WOMEN
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (25 - 59 hours) MEN

Date
February 27
February 28
March 1

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
8 a.m. to b p.m.

Founders Preference Form
(submit in person to the Office of Residence Life)
Seniors (90 or more hours) & Juniors (60 89 hours)
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 - 59 hours) WOMEN
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 - 59 hours) MEN

March 13

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

March 14
March 15

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Time
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Online Housing Sign-up for Residential Learning/Theme Communities
(must be approved by community director)
Beginning
Ending
Arts Village
Aviation Community
Batchelder Music Community
Chapman Learning Community in Kohl
March 29at8a.m. April 16at 11:59p.m.
Health Sciences Residential Community
Honors Housing
IMPACT
La Comunidad
PCC
ROTC Community
—
April 17 at 8 am
May 7 at 11 59 p.m
Open housing selection and room change period
Online Housing Sign-up by das* Rank
Same room request
Seniors (90 hours and above)
Juniors (60 • 89 hours)
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 -59 hours) MEN
Sophomores/Cont. Freshmen (1 - 59 hours) WOMEN
Open housing selection and room change period

March 27 at 8 a.m.
March 29 at 8 a.m.
April 3 at 8 am.
April 7 at 8a.m.
April 12 at 8 a.m.
April 17 at 8a.m

March 29 at 11 59 p.m
ApriM 6 at 11:59 p.m.
April 16 at 11:59 p.m.
April 16 at 11:59 pm
April 16 at 11:59 p.m.
May 7 at 11:59 p.m.
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Nazi case drags on
Man lost citizenship
in 2002, now facing
ambiguous fUture
By MR Kropko
'10 PRESS

( LEVELAND \l'i
Hi.' government!) Ions case .lKainst an
i yeai old i mio man reputed
ID have been a \.i/i death camp
during \\oild War n could
las months to yean mom .mil
then there ma) bean issue where
iosendhim,a)usdceDepartnieni
official said yesterday
I h \l. Rosenbaum, dJiectot of
me lusdce i tepartmentsOfflceof
Spedal Investigations, which has
made successful cases against
nil men with \.i/i pasts, said
there Is little he can say spedfii.tlK about the case against Win
Demjanjuk because it is still in
the legal system
But hi' said the government
intends to persist.
there ate people stffl crying for
lust siblings ami patents, I'coplr
lesponsible for the misery should

urn lx' here," said Rosenbuum,
a guest lecturer for one day at a
human rights seminar at (iise
Western ReserveUniversity's law
school
Rosenbaumfe Nazi-hunting
i >ltice lasi year as given additional
authority to make cases against
people who became U.S. citizens
aftO |iaiiiii|iaiuiginmori'recent
genocides in various parts of the
world.
I >n;i|.ii]|iik. a former auto
worker living in suburban Sewn
I lills. lust his citizenship in 2002
liascd on documents identifying
him as a guard at several Nazi
1 leath or toned labor camps during the war [he governments
case against him dates to 1977.
Demjanjuk has denied he was
ever a Na/i guard. The nation's
chief immigration judge has
ordered him deported, but
I lemjanjuk has appealed to the
Board ui Immigration Appeals,
His Washington lawyer, lohn
Htoadh. Mid yesterday Ixith sides
an! waiting for a briefing schedule from the hoard and that there

have been no significant developments recently.
Rosenbaum confirmed the
case is in a procedural pause.
Once preparation is complete,
the board will haw 180 days to
make a decision. But after that.
Rosenbaum said, the case could
end up in a federal appeals
court and then even in the U.S.
Supreme Court.
"It's one of the frustrations of
the job Rut our goal in all of these
cases is to accomplish removal as
expeditiously as we can," he said.
The government has requested
Demjanjuk be sent to Ukraine,
which is his homeland, or to
Cnland orOermany. Rosenbaum
would not say whether the
lusdce Department has a commitment from any nation to
take him.
"Time will tell," he said. "We
have had a great deal of difficulty persuading Ruropean countries to discharge their moral
obligation and in some cases
their legal obligation to accept
return of \'azi criminals

Prof: Cartoons lack respect
CARTOON, FROM PAGE 1

for one another's faith."
With this lack of respect
comes a lack of understanding of what the Muslim faith
actually teaches Fatma Azzouz
said, a Fulbright professor at the
University who has worked for
BBC and Voice of America and
also a Muslim.
The cartoons depicted
Mohammad in a violent nature
through out thecartoons, which
sends the message that the faith
as a whole promotes or teaches
violence.
"The cartoons take the beliefs
of millions of people and wipe
their feet on it," Ibrahim said.
"It's not just against one person
its against our sacred prophet
and that's why its such a big
deal."
Not only do the cartoons
depict the whole Islam faith
as being violent, but the cartoons do so with no regard to
the actual teachings of Islam,
Azzouz said.
"Never does Islam ask to kill."

she said. "Oneof the main teach- violence.
After embassies, foreigners
ings is to never make justice
by yourself. You are required to and Christian churches were
attacked several Muslims,
take issues to the courts."
Several courts throughout the including Alo, began worrying
Middle Hast have their founda- that people would start believtions based on Islamic law, al ing that all Muslims are violent
shari'a, which prohibits images — exactly what the cartoons
were portraying in the First
of any prophet or Allah.
The Protestant and Jewish place.
"Really 1 am surprised by the
faith have similar restrictions
on making an image to a Cod or Muslims responses throughprophet in their ten command- out the world," he said. "This is
not how you respond with such
ments.
"Though shall make unto actions. It is a bad representation of our religion."
thee any graven
Ibrahim
con"It's more
image or any likeness of anything about their demns the violence
and said that there
that is in heaven
economic is no reason to start
above...." the second Protestant com- and political violence over the
issue.
mandment reads.
situation
"If anything, the
Whilel'rotestants,
prophet would never
lews and Muslims
than
promote violence,"
share the belief that
cartoons." he said. "And vioCod should not be
lence won't undue
given an image, the
FATMA AZZOUZ,
any harm that was
media in several
PROFESSOR
done by running the
secular countries
cartoon."
aren't held accountBut, Azzouz said these vioable to religious dogmas — so
lent
protests
are not only about
cartoons of lesus, Mohammad
these cartoons.
and Allah are all fair game.
"It's more about their ecoBut Azzouz said that just
because the media is allowed nomic and political situation
to publish whatever they want than the cartoons," she said.
doesn't mean that it's fair to "These people feel that they
are trapped in poverty and the
those they end up hurting.
"Your freedom ends where West in not helping them or
the freedom of others starts," even making it worse."
Why these protests began is
Azzouz said, referring to the
a matter of perception that no
French definition of liberty.
Liberty is exactly what one fully understands — but
Muslims feit was taken from most people do understand the
them when these cartoons severity of these cartoons.
The Islamic Center of
were published initially back
in September by lyllcn-I'osten, Greater Toledo, MSA and
and then later republished by ToledoMuslims.com have no
dozens of other papers — and future plans of having any profrustrations soon turned into tests regarding the cartoons.

Are you a tenant in the BG community?

®Yes ONo

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE

Would you like to refer your landlord to a friend?

®Yes ONo

ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Did your landlord treat you with respect?

(Sires ONo

Were the cost of utilities what you expected?

O Yes (gflNo

Did your landlord make unfair security deposit deductions? OYes (3>No

It's time to share your voice
with fellow students and future tenants.
Visit us at the [BGSU HOME PAGE] to complete
the survey and you could win one of numerous gas cards
given away throughout February! All evaluations will remain
anonymous and your responses will help shape and
reform the student rental market.

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers -1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

'
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DRUM MAKER HOSPITALIZED WITH ANTHRAX

NMON

NEW YORK (AP) — A New York City drum maker has
been hospitalized with a case of inhaled anthrax that
officials say he may have contracted from the raw
animal hides that he imports from Africa. Authorities
said yesterday the infection appeared to be accidental,
— not terrorism.

Student convicted
Teenage girl charged
in dismemberment,
murder of classmate

Defendant's right
to blame debated
By Toni Locy
THC ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush's two Supreme Court
appointees waded into the
nuances of the death penalty
yesterday, showing a difference
in style on one of the perennial
controversies confronting the
high court.
How Chief lusticclohn Roberts
and lustice Samuel Alito vote in
the case out of South Carolina
could determine the limits states
can impose on defendants who
try to blame someone else during death penalty trials.
A trial judge excluded evidence that Bobby Lee Holmes
wanted to present at trial that

By ian Dennis
THC •SSOCIATEO PRESS

DIXON, III. — A teenage girl was
convicted yesterday in the killing of a 16-year-old classmate
who was choked, beaten and
sawed into pieces after an argument over boys.
Sarah Kolb, 17, faces up to 60
years in prison.
The
victim,
Adrianne
Reynolds, had just moved to East
Moline from Texas about two
months before she was killed.
Prosecutors said she was just
trying to fit in at a new school
but picked the wrong friend.
On Ian. 21, 2005, Kolb.
Reynolds and schoolmate Cory
Gregory were in Kolb's car at
a fast-food restaurant when
the fight began. Reynolds
was killed and her body was
burned, dismembered and hidden in two counties.
Gregory also is charged with
murder and concealing a homicide and is scheduled to stand
trial May 1.
Kolb showed no reaction as
the verdict was read. I ler family
and Reynolds' family wept quietly as the jury was polled.
The trial was Kolb's second in
three months. The first ended in
a mistrial in November when a
Rock Island County jury deadlocked 11-1 in favor of conviction. Her retrial was moved to
Dixon, about 60 miles from the
Quad Cities.
In the retrial, Rock Island
County State's Attorney leff
Terronez said Kolb wrote in a
class journal that she was going
to kill Reynolds just hours before
Reynolds was beaten and strangled in the car.
Terronez said Kolb was angry
because Reynolds had shown
interest in Kolb's boyfriend and
Gregory, her ex-boyfriend.
Defense attorney David

accused another man in the
1989 beating, rape and robbery
of Mary Stewart, 86, who later
died of her injuries.
The South Carolina Supreme
Court upheld the trial judge's
decision, ruling that the state's
forensic evidence was so
strong that Holmes could not
raise "a reasonable inference"
of his innocence.
Holmes' attorney, lohn
Blume, said the South Carolina
court's decision unconstitutionally "stacks the deck" in the
prosecution's favor by requiring
judges to weigh the prosecution's evidence against a defendant's claim that someone else
committed the crime.
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Bush unaware of
shipping ports deal
WASHINGTON IAP) —
President Bush was unaware
of the pending sale of shipping operations at six major
U.S. seaports m ■• slate-owned
business in the United Arab
Emirates until the deal already
had been approved by Ills
administration, the White
House said yesterday.
Defending the deal anew,
the administration also said
that it should have briefed
Congress sooner about the
transaction, which has triggered a major political backlash among both Republicans
and Democrats.

Military judge to
blame in drowning

Natural gas pipeline will
not solve all problems
Alaska investigates
idea for $25 billion
project solution
By Brad Foss
IHE ASSOCIATED

terry HtrblJ AP Photo

ON TRIAL: Sarah Kolb is led out of a Rock Island County, III., courtroom
after being charged in the slaying of her 16-year-old schoolmate.

Hoffman told jurors it was
Gregory who killed Reynolds.
But prosecutors said Kolb was
still accountable because she
choked and beat Reynolds
before Gregory "finished
her off."
Prosecutors say the two took
the girl's body to Kolb's grandparents' farm and burned it,
then returned two days later,
sawed the body into pieces and
dumped the remains on the

farm and in Black Hawk State
Park in Rock Island.
In her first trial, Kolb testified
thatGrcgorystrangli'd Reynolds,
then hit Kolb and threatened
to kill her, her family and her
cats if she reported the crime.
Gregory, who has pleaded not
guilty, denied that account in a
television interview.
Kolb did not testify in her second trial, and the defense rested
without presenting a case.

PIT STOP TIRE SERVICE.

PRESS

WASHINGTON — A $25 billion pipeline carrying natural
gas from Alaska to the lower 48
states would play an important
role in satisfying the nation's
long-term supply needs, but
experts say it will not reverse
America's rising dependence
on imports or cause fuel prices
to plunge.
Alaska moved the project to
the front burner on Tuesday
when it reached a tentative
pact with three oil companies
to build a pipeline to transport
up to 4.5 billion cubic feet of
natural gas a day — an amount
equal to 7 percent of present
U.S. demand.
Still, the project could be
a decade or more away from
completion. Even after an
anticipated multiyear design

phase, some knotty economic
and political issues will need
to be hashed out, starting with
gettingthc necessary environmental, right-of-way and construction permits from U.S.
and Canadian authorities.
The oil companies — Exxon
Mobil Corp., BP P1.C and
ConocoPhillips — and their
contractors also would need
to recruit some 4,000 workers
to build the pipeline and get
steelmakers to roll out enough
high-strength. 52-inch diameter pipe for the 3,600 milelong project.
The pipeline's cost was estimated in 2001 at S20 billion.
But BP spokesman Daren
BeaudO said yesterday the cost
has escalated to between S25
billion and S30 billion because
of "the cost of raw materials,
particularly steel."
Until recently, natural gas
prices were too low to justifythe massive investment needed
to deliver the fuel from Alaska's
North Slope to the lower 48.

PAHRISISIAND.S.C. (API
—A military judge yesterday
found a Marine (iirps swim
insti ui-tor not guilty of negligent homicide In the drowning of a recruit last year.
Staff Sgt. Nadya LopCZ bad
been accused of failing to
recognize or ignoring signs
that lason Than), 19, was too
tired or incapable of continuing before he drowned during training in a pool on Feb.
8,2005.
But the judge, Maj. Mark
Griffith, acquitted Lopez in
the nonjury court-martial
just 40 minutes after defense
attorneys rested without calling any witnesses. They contended prosecutors simply
failed to prove their case.
"Sadly Marines do die
in training," It. Col. Scott
lack told the judge in the
defense's closing arguments.
He added that l.opez "did
nothing wrong. She was a
professional water combat
survival instructor."
Tharp's mother. I.inda,
cried as the verdict was read
and told the judge, "I hope
you see lason every time
you turn around and hear
him screaming."
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Tliank You Toledo ^Best Tire Stores y/Most Trustworthy Auto Repair
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CHANGE

NEWI9VE
Rentals
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ANY Mechanical Repair ■
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|M9w*S*! Brake Service
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^ffiflffiiUTO SEfMCt CENTERS C
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Acreu from ALDI Food*

AL tasVfl5ENTS
AND FACULTY
SAVE
AN EXTRA 10%

P»'ffii
INCIUDC*
Chaaals Lube
AM»

212 LIBERTY
Cute one bedroom, unfurnished duplex.
Amenities include: W/D hook ups, large yard,
nice front porch, quiet neighborhood.

316 RIDGE ST. FRONT
Two bedroom unfurnished duplex.
Spacious rooms, nice yard. W/D hook ups.

316 RIDGE ST. REAR
One bedroom unfurnished duplex.
Close to campus, nice back yard,
off street parking.

534 S. COLLEGE ST. #B:
Three bedroom unfurnished duplex,
off street parking, W/D hook ups.
Tenant pays all utilities.

Stop by or call us at 019) 352-5620

FREE
Fluid -Top-off.
lafaaa taaagaa

NEWIPVE
332 S. Main Bowling Green
Qreen

Find More Coupons (■» thetireman.com

... «^VrWVn!KH

IwllI.lK

www.nowlov0rtHilala.com
nowloveli
nowlovalnfottnawlovaranIali.com

Free Movie:
Sfe-w Jarhead

FIRST 100 BGSU STUDENTS WHO ATTEND GET
IN FOR FREE ON BOTH FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
DOORS OPEN AT 9:00AM

Friday- February 2*"
Sunday- February 26th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
hrtp://www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486

- -
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DAUGHTER ACCUSES PARENTS OF ABUSE
NORWALK (AP) — An adult daughter of the Ohio
couple accused of forcing some of their 11 specialneeds children to sleep in cages testified ysterday that
she had a miserable childhood that included a lack of
food and alleged abuse at the hands of her father.

Investment scandal in Ohio
Man owes state $13.5
million after illegally
tapping into ftinds
(AP) — A breakdown of the
S13.5 million thai Audilor Betty
Montgomery says was spent illegally by coin dealer Tom Noe,
his businesses and a business
associate:
— Unsupported inventory
purchases from Vintage Coins
and Cards from the state's initial
$25 million investment in 1998:
S5.3 million.
These include 16 transactions
which documents from Noe's
coin fund characterized as purchases of inventory such as
coins, even though records from
Vintage Coins show the company did not have that amount
of inventory on hand.
The audit also found that
$176,088 was aclually paid to
builders and home appliance

vendors for homes in llorida and
Ohio and $3,591 for tents and
passes to the 2003 U.S. Senior
Open golf tournament.
— Profits not allocated properly from the first coin investment: $95,497.
— Profits owed to workers'
compensation bureau from the
first coin investment: $614,332.
This involves profit that by
contract should have been paid
to the workers' compensation
bureau but instead were paid
to Vintage Coins and Delaware
Valley.
—Unsupported inventory purchases from Vintage Coins and
Cards from the state's second $25
million investme,.' in 2001: $6.9
million. These include 33 transactions that documents from
Noes coin fund characterized as
purchases of inventory such as
coins, even though records show
Vintage Coins did not have that
amount of inventory on hand.
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Lawmakers aim to
protect brokers

PXIVMMH

APPtwlo

CHECKING IT TWICE. Ohio State Auditor Betty Montgomery gestures during a news conference where she
released the findings of her audit of the Ohio Bureau of Workers' Compensation at her office in Columbus.

U.S. veteran linked to accused terrorists
Veteran soldier taught
Middle Eastern men
accused of terror plot
By John Seewer

1H[ tSSOCl'HED PRESS
TOLEDO — A U.S. veteran
identified only as "the trainer''
taught three Middle liastcrn
men accused of plotting attacks

on troops overseas how to shoot
guns and build explosives, the
government says.
He traveled to Ionian with one
of the suspects to deliver laptop computers and was granted
access to a restricted training
Web site for insurgents.
Beginning in November 2004,
the former military man, who
is Muslim, began gathering

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, II

detailed information — such as
secret code words the men used
— that ultimately was a key to
building the government's case
against the trio arresled over the
weekend.
The three, who all lived in
Toledo in recent years, are
accused of plotting attacks by
recruiting and training others to
fight against U.S. and coalition

^tftMV iOH*f,s

IN 19(3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABIUTY.

troops in Iraq and other countries.
They pleaded not guilty to
charges including conspiring (o
kill Americans and harboring or
concealing terrorists, and could
be sentenced to life in prison if
convicted of the most serious
offenses.
Two of the men are to appear
in a Toledo federal court Friday

OK. SO m WBS RULLY 4KVT GOUWET AND
WC'K NOT FKWCti IITWS. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
4 iiTTii BETTER, THAT ; AU! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOID ME TO STICK WITH GOUCMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS SO LETS STICK WITH TAJTY1

9~»<3*c

%" SUB SANDWICHES
III of ay tasty sub sinriwiches are a lull I inches ol
homemaCt trench bread fresh rejgics and the finest
nuts £ cheese I cm hey! *nd il it mantis to yii.
we slice everything Iresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

#1 PEPE*
leal apple wood smoked ham and proiolone cheese
famished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo (Awesome')

*?*">■■ CREATES*

eoi

"»» SANDWICB** |6|ANT

CWB

SANDwiCHES

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced ' grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread'

PLAIN SLIMS1"

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
I full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham. provolone
cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo! (I leal stack)

Any Sub minus the veggies ind siuce
SLIM I

Him £ cheese

#8 BILLY CLUB*
loast beef. ham. provolone. Dijon mustard, lettuce,
tomato & mayo (Here's to my old pal Billy who
invented this great combo)

#2 BIG JOHN*'

SLIM 2 loasi leel

Medium rare shaved roast Qeel topped with yommy
mayo, lettice. and tomato. (Can't beat this one!)

SLIM 3 lunjsjljd

«3 SORRY CHARLIE

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB"'

SLIM 6 Double uimJene

leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and
provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion,
mayo and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav'ta order hot peppers just ask!)

California baby tuna, nixed with celery, onions and
our fasly sauce, then lopped with alfalfa sprouts.
cucumber, leiiucc and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

SLIM 4 Inkey bieist

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB'

fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettice.
toaato. alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)
Same ingredients and price ol the

#5 VITO*
The original Italia* suh with genoa salami, proiolone.
capicola. onion lettuce. lomaio & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Order it with hot peppers, trust me!)

#6 VEGETARIAN

$

Several layers ol prorolne cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce.
tomato, aid mayo (Truly a gourmet sub nil lor vegetarians
—*"
peace dude')

JJ.6.L.T.

sub or club without the bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
IOIIUHCHIS. MTTIHS. HUTUS!

QIlf¥flT OIOEIS will include a hlimy
charge ol 35c per item.
• • • • JIMMIJOHHS COM • • • •

Bacon lettice. tomaio 1 mayo
(The only better I1T is mama s III this one rules' J

•II COUNTRY CLUB*J
fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham
provolone. and tons ol lettuce, tomaio. and mayo'
(ft very traditional, yet always eicepnonal classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB4 ®

Si 09/S128

* Ciait chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie.

$131

* leal potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle

SO IS

• Eitia load of meal

$125

• Eitra cheese or eitra avocado spread

SO BO

• Hot Peppers

SO 35 :

F kEEBlES (SUBS i. CLUtS OMYI
Onion lettuce, alfalfa sproits. timati. mayo, sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard oil t vinegar, and orcgano

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN"
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John s brother Kiey It s huge
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans! Tens ol genoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola. ruasf beel. i
turkey 1 provolone jammed into
one of our homemade French buns i
then smothered with onions, mayo
lettuce tomato & oui homemade
Italian dressing

Woman kills herself
after shooting sons
DAY ION (AP)—A woman
found dead at her home with
her three young sons shot
and killed the children and
then killed herself, a coroner
said yesterday.
Tonya Hawks, 30, used a
semiautomatic
handgun,
shooting Chase Love, 5, and
Hunter Havvks, 2, twice and
Chole Ixwe, 4, once, said
Montgomery County Coroner
James Davis said. She was shot
once in the chest
The bodies were found Feb.
11 after concerned neighbors peeked in the window
and then broke through the
door of the family home in
Phillipsburg, about 15 miles
from Dayton. Davis said the
family had been dead for two
or three days.
Davis said the ruling was
based on evidence recovered
from the house, location of
the bodies, autopsies and
forensic tests.

Campus

Fresh baked turkey breast provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cicumber. sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It's the real deal folks and it ain't even California )

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB"
Double provolone real avocado sptead sliced
cucumber alfalfa sprouts lettuce, tomato. £ mayo
(Tiy it in my 7-gram whole wheat bread This veggie
sandwich is world class')

• SIDE ITEMS •
* Soda Pep

ft full 1/4 pound ol fresh sliced medium rare roast beef,
provolone. lettuce, tomato £ mayo (It rocks!!!)

for detenUon hearings.
ITie federal indictment says
the veteran — referred to only as
"the trainer" — was approached
in 2002 by Marwan Othman ElHindi, one of the three Muslim
suspects, about providing security and bodyguard training.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Craig
Morford wouldn't saywhether the
former military man voluntarily
came forward with his information or was working for the FBI
and infiltrated the group. No
charges have been filed against
the man.
Investigators said they also
received tips from members of
Toledo's Muslim community who
were alarmed by radical and violent statements coming from the
three men. Those tips came in
before the veteran met up with
the group.
"One of the great things in
this case is some of our earliest
information came from persons
in these communities who were
concerned," Morford said.
Imam Farooq Aboelzahab,
director of The Islamic Center
of Greater Toledo, said no one
could remember seeing the
three suspects at the mosque,
which is the area's largest.
El-Hindi, 42, is a U.S. citizen born in Jordan. The others
charged were Mohammad Zaki
Amawi, 26, a citizen of both the
U.S. and Ionian, and Wassim 1.
Mazloum, 24, a Lebanese man
who came to the United Stales
in 2000 and is a legal permanent
resident of the U.S.
The indictment doesn't say
where they trained or met or
reveal how the group first
formed. It does, though, provide
a timeline of their activities.

COLUMBUS (API —
lawmakers rebuffed efforts
yesterday to protect mortgage
brokers and lenders from
lawsuits, instead inserting
more borrower-friendly provisions in a bill trying to lower
Ohio's skyrocketing foreclosure rate.
The Senate voted 29-4 to
send the bill clamping down
on predatory lending practices to the House, where
Speaker Ion Husted called it a
good foundation.
The
Dayton-area
Republican said he hadn't
studied all the specifics but
wants to ensure the bill stays
focused on stopping fraudulent practices without hampering business.
The bill adds mortgage
brokers and lenders that
aren't otherwise covered by
federal banking regulations
to Ohio's consumer protection act, requires more licensing for those in the industry
and increases enforcement
authority of local prosecutors and the state attorney
general.
The Ohio Chamber of
Commerce learned late of a
provision that requires brokers
and lenders to act in the best
financial interests of their customers — similar to requirements for stock brokers and
insurance agents.
But instead of removing the
requirement as the chamber
suggested, a Senate committee strengthened it yesterday,
saying the brokers and lenders can't ask customers to sign
papers saying the lenders don't
have ro adhere to requirement
to act in die borrowers' best
interest.

^ SPORTS BAR
OPEN EARLY ON
ST. PATRICKS-DAY

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
loast beef lurkey breast lettuce tomato. & mayo
In American classic certainly not invented by J J but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA4'
The same as oui 01 Sorry Charlie euept this one has a
lot more Homemade tuna salad provolone sprouts,
cucumber.Lettuce t tomato (I glaiantee it's awesome')

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced turkey breast bacon lettuce, tomato. &
mayo (JJ s original turkey & bacon club)

• 12TVS
•5 POOL TABLES
•CARRINCMARCH MADNESS
•GREAVDRINK SPECIALS
EVERYr
• SliRVukpRINKS FROM 4:00PM ffl
2:30AM

A. A

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WQOSTER

419.3527200
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"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!
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353-B735
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Photographers
fined in Diana trial
PARIS (AP) — A Paris
appeals couri fined three
photographers the equivalent
of $1.19 each for invasion of
privacy by taking pictures of
Princess Diana and boyfriend
Dodi Fayed the night of their
fatal 1997 car crash, officials
said yesterday.
The appeals court fined the
photographers a symbolic
one euro in a Friday ruling
that was not announced until
yesterday. It also ordered the
photographers to pay for
announcements of their conviction in three newspapers or
magazines.
Jacques langevin, Christian
Martinez and FabriceChassery
were among the media swarm
pursuing the car carrying
Diana and Fayed across Paris
before it slammed into die pillar of a traffic tunnel along the
River Seine on Aug. 31,1997.
The judges in the appeals
court determined that the
photographers
invaded
Fayed's privacy by shooting
photos of die couple emerging
from the Ritz Hotel and images of Fayed in the crashed car.
The photos were confiscated
and not published.
Langevin, Martinez and
Chassery were acquitted of
tlie invasion of privacy charge
in 2003.

Equivalent of $43.5
million is stolen from
an overnight center
By Jennifer Qu;nn
IHf ASSOCIATED PRESS

LONDON — A gang of armed
robbers impersonating police
Officers tied up employees at a
southern Lngland security company and stole the equivalent
of S43.5 million, the Bank of
Kngland said yesterday in disclosing one of the largest bank
heists in British history.
The money, about 25 million
pounds in bank notes, was stolen overnight from a cash center
at Tonbridge in Kent county, a
bank spokesman said on condition of anonymity, according to
bank policy.
No one was injured in the
robbery.
The bank spokesman also said
it was possible that more than
$43.5 million was stolen, but the
final figure will not be known
until die security company completes its accounting
The heist at Sccuritas Cash
Management Ltd. began when
some of the thieves, dressed
as police officers, stopped the
firm's manager as he drove
home Tuesday.
The manager got into their car,
which he believed to be a police
vehicle, and was handcuffed by
the robbers, authorities said.
At the same time, another team

Got the munchies? We got the Deals'.

2FREieYR0S!

Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE!
wwwioulhml»6com> 4193528439
t«p. 2.2806

'SOWN SIM*''

"Where The Party Starts"
www.soulhside6.com

»

419 352 8639

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

of thieves went to the manager's
house, saying he had been in an
accident. The men convinced his
wife and young son to leave the
home and go with them.
The first team, with the manager in the car, met up with a
white van and anodier group of
thieves. The manager was placed
in the van, which then headed
toward the Tonbridge depot,
police said.
The manager allegedly was told
to cooperate or his family would
be hurt.
Early yesterday morning, the
thieves in the van headed to the
Tonbridge depot to meet up
with accomplices driving a large
white tnick. Tlie thieves tied up
15 employees and started loading
cash into tlie truck, police said.
It is believed the thieves were in
the depot for more than an hour
before driving off witli the cash,
police said.
About an hour later, tlie staff
managed to escape and call
police.
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Insurgents destroy dome
ByZiadHulaf
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAMARRA, Iraq (AP) —
Insurgents posing as police
destroyed the golden dome
of one of Iraq's holiest Shiite
shrines yesterday, setting off an
unprecendented spasm of sectarian violence.
Angry crowds thronged the
streets, militiamen attacked
Sunni mosques, and at least 19
people were killed.
With tlie gleaming dome of the
1.200-year-old Askariya shrine
reduced to rubble, some Shiites
lashed out at die United States
as partly to blame.
The violence — many of the
90 attacks on Sunni mosques
were carried out by Shiite mili
tias — seemed to push Iraq
closer to all-out civil war than
at any point in the three years
since the U.S.-led overlhrow of
Saddam 1 lussein.
Many leaders called for calm.
"We are facing a major conspiracy dial is targeting Iraq's unity"
said President Jalal Talabani, a
Kurd. "We should all stand hand

"The terrorists in
Iraq have again
proven that they
are enemies of all
faiths and of all
humanity,"
GEORGE W. BUSH, PRESIDENT
in hand to prevent the danger of
a civil war."
President Hush pledged
American help to restore the
mosque after the bombing
north of Baghdad, which dealt
a severe blow to U.S. efforts to
keep Iraq from falling deeper
into sectarian violence.
The terrorists in Iraq have
again proven that they are
enemies of all faiths and of all
humanity," Bush said. "The
world must stand united against
them, and steadfast behind the
people of Iraq."
British Prime Minister Tony
Blairalsocondemned the bombing and pledged funds toward
the shrine's reconstruction.

U.S. Ambassador Zalmay
Khalilzad and the top American
commander in Iraq, Gen.
(ieorgc Casey, called the attack
a deuberate attempt to rbmeni
sectarian strife and warned
it was a "critical moment for
Iraq."
No one was reported injured
in the bombing of the shrine in
Samarra.
But at least 19 people,
including three Sunni clerks, were killed in the reprisal
attacks thai followed, mainly
in Baghdad and predominantly
Shiite provinces lo the south,
according lo die Iraqi Islamic
Party, the country's largest
Sunni political group.
Many of the attacks appeared
to have been carried out by
Shiite militias thai the United
States wanls to see disbanded.
In predominantly Shiite Basra,
police said militiamen broke Into
a prison, hauled out 12 Inmates,
Including two Egyptians, two
Tunisians.» Libyan, a Saudi and
a Turk, and slim ih.-m dead in
reprisal for the shrine attack.

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
RENT STARTING AT $320
Limited Time only

0FF

$200

Open
House

FRIDAY
12 to 6PM

Bring This Coupon In and Receive
$200 Signing Bonus Before Spring Break!
Some Restrictions Apply.

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bq.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Would you npect anything else from a Jj!i TAf-' airline?
Gel to Vegas Iram Toledo for as low as $79' - when ynu book at.

c\\\iyc\rt<\,c.corA
MJUU

•free internet 'free cable •private bathrooms 'guest bathroom
•washer/dryer 'huge kitchen 'deck •fitness room
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READ BETWEEN THE LINES: STEVEN WRIGHT LEAVES MEN'S TEAM. PAGE 11
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BG NEWS

Men's golf finishes
11th to open year

THURSDAY

The BCiSU men's golf team
Finished nth at the CSU
Spring KickolT Tournament in
Charleston. s.C. yesterday [he
Falcons were only 10 strokes from
finishing seventh.
lace Walker led I«i with a 227
(79-78-70), tying for 23rd overall. HeaUi Ziglar (231) and Dan
Mclntyre (232) finished 37th and
38th, respectively.

February 23,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

SWIMMING & DIVING

«■■ ■■■■■■■■ Heading North, BG wins East
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BGSU uses big second half to top Kent State, clinches division title again
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Meanwhile, BG is averaging
nearly 70 points per game.
It was in the second half that
On senior night at Anderson
Arena, BGSU players Mil Lause the Falcons could taste a MAC
and Casey McDowell were championship, and they did
honored before tip-off. Once what it took to give the two
the game started, though, the seniors a big win on their final
night at Anderson, despite sevjuniors just took over.
Last night BG clinched the eral of BG's players feeling ill.
"I think a big part of tonight
Mid-American Conference
Fast title with a 62-50 win over was being able to play with a
little adversity," Miller said. "I
second place Kent State.
The win was BG's 19th in a just reminded them to not feel
row against MAC opponents sorry for themselves, they are
and the 17th straight at home going to get tired a little quick
— the third longest home win- and they don't feel great. But
ning streak in NCAA Division I wanted them to look Casey
I women's basketball. The and Mil in the eye tonight and
Falcons now stand at 23-2 over- say 'We're not going to let you
all and 14-0 in the MAC. They down, you started the journey
with this group and
are just two wins
were oin
away from finishing "r» ,.
8 8 1° help
Mt arent
wu
KUl
the conference sea
sea"
*&
you get to the ultigame, a
mate goal.' So what
son undefeated.
"Five years ago, we tournament better way to go out
then as a chamhad a vision which
type game pion when you're a
included
MAC
championships," where every senior?"
Kent State, howsaid BGSU coach
Curt Miller. "Tonight possession is ever, refused to
quietly. Led by
we clinched backimportant." go
Lindsay Shearer's
to-back divisional
championships, CURT MILLER, COACH 20 points and eight
boards, the Golden
and to do it against
my mentor |Bob Lindsayl and Flashes looked determined to
the benchmark program in the find their way back during the
conference, Kent State, is real a game's final minutes. But at the
culmination of a lot of dreams 3:50 mark, Casey McDowell hit
we had five years ago. I can't be a 3-pointer from the corner to
more pleased that we clinched put BG up 57-44, and subsequently putting the stamp on
at home on senior night."
The No. 25 Falcons came the Falcons' 2006 MAC East
out of the gates slow, shooting championship.
The team is now41-0 over the
below 35 percent from the field
in the first half for the fifth time last two seasons when holding
a lead with under 10 minutes
in six games.
The Falcons, though, quick- to play.
"It was a great game, it was a
ly picked up the pace in the
second half behind juniors Alt tournament type game where
Mann, Liz llonegger and Carin every possession is important,"
Miller said. "Not every possesHome.
"Before the game the focus sion was pretty but both teams
was incredible," Mann said. played extremely hard and
"We played a pretty sloppy first really made each other work
half and came out ready to go hard."
BG now has two games before
in the second half, and being
here with all the fans it felt like it turn its attention to the MAC
any team could have taken it at tournament in the second week
of March. Still, the team mainany time and just ran with it."
The trio accounted for 42 of tains its philosophy of playing
the teams 62 points and shot one game at a time, never losnearly 50 percent from the ing sight of the team next on
field. Both Mann and Honegger the schedule.
"We still have two more
had a double-double in scoring and rebounding. Between games we want to go out and
them they have 36 double-digit dominate and win," Mann said.
"We have high expectations for
scoring games this season.
As a team, the Falcons have the MAC tournament but we
not allowed a single oppo- have to remember where our
nent to score above 70 points. goals are and keep focused."
By John Turner
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Ionian Flower BGNews
WET: Sami Jordan leaves the pool during BG's loss to Miami earlier
this month. BG competes in the MAC meet this weekend.

BG swimmers are
honored by Web site
Falcons prepare for
MAC meet in Akron
this weekend
By Heather Riedel
REPORTER

At the beginning of the year,
the BGSU swimming and diving team was ranked No. 13
on collegeswimming.com's
list of Mid-Major Programs.
Now, as the season begins
to wrap up with the start of t he
Mid-American Conference
Championships in Akron,
BGSU enters the list at the
No. 9 spot. The Falcons are
considered one of the top 10
Power Ranked teams. The
University of Akron is placed
eighth on the list.
These rankings were made
to maintain and encourage
programs that do not profit
from big football and basketball "television agreements,"
according to the website.
"Rankings are based on each
team's best dual meet lineup
as judged and submitted by
participating teams."
BG coach Keri Buff was
happy to see her team ranked
in the top 10.
"We are excited to break

into the top 10," she said. "This
is why we don't compromise
our training for our dual meet
record."
Buff and her team's philosophy is to focus and train hard
all season in preparation for
the MAC Championships.
The teams participating this weekend include:
BGSU, Akron, Toledo, Eastern
Michigan. Buffalo, Ball State,
Ohio University and Miami
(OH). Miami is the defending
champion and have won the
lastfourMACChampionships.
Last year, the Falcons placed
fifth.'
Being in the cluster of the
top 10 Power Ranked teams
this season, the Falcons have
more confidence heading into
the Championships.
"While other teams keep
moving down, we will continue to rise because of our
team's tremendous work ethic
and patience," Buff said. "This
gives us great momentum
going into the MACs."
The MAC Championships
begin today at Ocasek
Natatorium with preliminaries at II a.m. and continuing
th roughout the day. The finals
are set to begin at 7 p.m.

REPORTER

m
50

62

KENT STATE
BGSU

21 29
23 39

Ionian Flonr BG News
DRIVE TO WIN: Ali Mann scored 18 points and grabbed 13 rebounds in
BG's 62-50 win over Kent State last night. BG wins the MAC East.

NCAA-READY? Vote on how far the Falcons
could advance in the tournament; BGNEWS.COM

WRESTLING

Six wrestlers will represent BG at nationals
Mundrick and White
receive wild cards to
wrestle at NCWA
ByDanWyar
REPORTER

Brandon HUM BGNews
ON TOP: Anthony Nicholson rides an opponent eariier this year during a
home meet. The Falcon advanced to the NCWA national meet.

Saturday marked the end of the
season for most of the BGSU dub
wrestlers, as they finished seventh
at the North Central Conference
Championship at the University of
Toledo student recreation center.
The Falcons, in their first year
of existence, finished behind
Mott Community College, UT,
the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, Miami University
and Grand Valley State University.
GVSU had 17 top three finishers on Saturday and more than
doubled Miami's total points, but
somehow dropped to No 3 in the
Feb. 20 coach's poP, behind the
Apprendce School at No2 and
Pensacola Christian College at No.
1.

"We work extremely hard," said March 3-4. And Berrien won't be
GVSU head coach Dave Mills the only Falcon heading to Grand
about his team's performance this Rapids for the tournament.
season. "We've been practicing
Sophomore Blaine Napier (184),
hard since September and we have junior Thomas Parker (285) and
a group of dedicated wresders and sophomore Anthony Nicholson
they have fun."
(141) will also begin
Falcon junior )on
their spring break
"...there
is
Berrien (133), who
at the Delta Plcx in
no
doubt
in
was seeded first in
Grand Rapids for
his weight class, also
the NCWA National
my
mind
earned himself a bye
Championships, but
that
I
can
in the first round of his
wrestling in big tourbracket.
wrestle very naments isn't anyIn his first match,
thing new for these
Berrien beat Rio effectively at wresders.
Grande's Justin Flon,
"I'm going to be a
nationals."
but was knocked to
little nervous at first,
ANTHONY
NICHOLSON.
the loser's bracket
but I've been in big
SOPHOMORE
by Mott Community
tournaments like this
College sophomore
one, so once 1 get my
Allen McMillan. Berrien finished first match out of the way I think
the day with two victories, earn- 111 be fine the rest of the way,"
ing him a fourth place finish in his Napier said. "Reaching nationals
weight class and a trip to Grand was a big goal of mine, but I have
Rapids, Mich, for the NCWA another one, that's to become an
Nadonal Championships on All-American. It will be the ulti-

GET 1 ON THE ACTION AT WVWSGNEWICORVSPORR

mate goal at the end of my season."
Nicholson notched his team
best 17th win of the season on
Saturday and finished 3-1, the lone
Falcon wrestler to finish the day
with a winning record as well as
the only Falcon to finish in the top
three of his weight class.
The main goal of the season
is to reach nationals and to do
whatever you have to do to get
them" Nicholson said "I'd like to
place at nationals and I fed I have
a very good shot. My wrestling has
taken me this far, there is no doubt
in my mind that I can wrestie very
effectively at nationals."
Opening up ceremonies for
the tournament will be legendary wrestler, coach and sport icon
Dan Gable, who compiled an
astounding 181-1 record during
his college and prep career and
was an Olympic gold medalist in
NATIONALS, PAGE II
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Ten questions with Chrissy Gothke

WOMEN'S GOLF

Athlete: < 'Jirissy Gothke
S|)ort:Volleyl)ail
Hometown: Whitehouse,
Ohio

BGN: Who has better hair
Shaun White (US Olympic snowboarder) or Carrot Top?
CG: John Floyd.

Young not
youthful
about golf
knowledge

BG News What has been your
most memorable moment in
your spons experience at BGSU?
Chrissy Gothke: Beating Ball
State this past (all! It was the first
time in 16 years. So yeah, it was
pretty exciting.

BGN: favorite or most idolized professional athlete:
CG: William"'Ihe Refrigerator"
Perry

Young coached prep
team to two (op-15
finishes at state meet

ByMattDeitfiton
ruPoruER

CG: Great taste.

BGN: What Olympic event did
you watch most this year?
CG: Curling
BGN: What superhero would
you be. and why?
CG: Wolverine, he's the man!

By Chris Voloscfiuk

BGN: What was the last movie
von saw?
CG: light Club or The Big
U-bowski. I can't remember but
a big fan

RIPORIER

Stephanie Young, who was
named head coach of the BGSU
women's golf team earlier this
month, is certainly long on

of both.

experience.

BGN: favorite Spice Girl and
why:
CG: Sporty Spice, dull!

BGN: What is your favorite
season, and why?
CG: Winter. I really love the
cold, blowing, frigid air that
Bowling Green has to offer. II
really brightens my day even
when it's cloudy.

BGN: When you choose a beverage do you prefer great taste or
less filling?

BGN: liivorite activity in your
free time, and why:
CG: Sleeping.

Gable to be in
attendance at
NCWA meet

SET ON SPORTY: Sporty Spice is the obvious choice (or Chrissy Gothke's favorite Spice Girl. Gothke. No 5.
also enjoys the winter days of Bowling Green that are dreaded by most other students

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Something just wasn't Wright

NATIONALS. FROM PAGE 10

By Ryan AutuBo
SPORTS

1972. Gable also coached the Iowa
Hawkcyes to 15 NCAA tides, nine
of which were consecutive from
1978 to 1986, and six of which
were won from 1991 to 1997.
However, the thought of going
to nationals and being in the
presence of a legend like Dan
Gable doesn't seem to intimidate
these wrestlers.
"There's a saying out there,
when you gel butterflies in your
stomach before a big match all
you have to do is turn Uiose butterflies in the soaring falcons
and everything will be fine."
Nicholson said.
Earning a first round bye in
his bracket was Falcon junior and
team president Dan Mundrick
(149). However, Mundrick's
day ended quickly after he lost
his first match to University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee senior
Gabriel Wahab. Mundrick (14-4)
received a wild card entry to the
national tournament along with
teammate lames White (149).
"Sometimes you just have an off
day and that's what happens,"
Mundrick said.

Anderson Arena, he broke a
bone in his foot and missed
BGs first seven games. Upon
returning from the injury.
Wright started five games
before being hem lied because
he wasn't doing much on the
court besides scoring, according lo Dakich. Wright staried
just nine games this season
after starting every game last
year.
Wright cannot transfer to play at another NCAA
Division I university because
he would have lo sit out a year
and exhaust his Final year of
eligibility. His only options for
playing next year are to mend
fences at BG or transfer to a
Division II or III school.
Wright scored four points
and committed six turnovers
in the Falcons' 82-66 loss
against Kent State on Tuesday
at Anderson Arena.
BG (9-17,5-10) is on t he verge
of finishing with its worst
record in Dakich's nine years
at the helm. The Falcons, who
have lost seven of eight, will
visit Buffalo on Sunday for a 2
p.m. game with the Bulls.

EDITOR

If the BGSU men's basketball team hopes to salvage a
forgettable season, they will
do it without standout guard
Steven Wright.
Wright, the team's second leading scorer, left the
Falcons yesterday in what
is being labeled as a mutual
agreement between be and
the program.
Wright, who attended high
school in Dayton, is listed as
a senior on the team roster,
although he earned another
season of eligibility at the
conclusion of the recent fall
semester. He was averaging
11.4 ppg in 29,3 minutes.
Members of the team
were not made available to
the media yesterday and
head coach Dan Dakich did
not return several phone
calls made by The BG News.
Assistant coach LaMonta
Stone declined to comment
on the situation.
Wright's drama-filled season began Sept. 25, when
during a pick-up game at

By Colin Wilson

Some things in life are certain.
One thing that is certain is the
last home game this season for
BGSU hockey is tonight at the
Ice Arena. The Falcons take on
Miami University in the first
game of a home-and-home
series.
The Falcons could not pull
ahead in the standings to get a
seeding between five and eight.
All of those seedings would have
given them a home series in the

first round of the CCIIA playoffs.
However, that does not mean
there is no incentive in winning
this weekend.
"We know we're going on the
road, we want to get ourselves in
the best state of mind for playoff hockey,'' said BG coach Scott
I'aluch. "Having success this
weekend would be a really good
propeller into a key time of year."
The RedHawks currently
reside in first place of the CCHA
and will not move from there.
They arc far enough ahead of

the pack to ensure their place.
BG knows that it could build
some confidence over the weekend. The Falcons are 8-16-2 in
the CCHA and 13-19-2 overall.
Miami is 18-6-2 in the conference and 21-7-4 overall.
"Right now, it's clear, we
haven't had the success throughout the year and clearly these last
key weeks that wc want to have,"
I'aluch said. "We also know that
based on some of the w ins we've
had ibis year that the capability
is there for us to be a good play-

Invitational.

Not long after BGs former
coach Kurt Thomas stepped
down from the position. Young

was offered the Job.
Young undoubtedly knows
much about the Mid-American
Conference and BG. bill she
also knows a great deal about
Ihe surrounding area. Since
graduating from UT. she has
been multitasking.
For the past two years. Young
has been both the assistant
coach at St. Ursula Academy, a
private high school in Toledo, in
addition to teaching golf at the
Sylvania Country Club. While
at St. Ursula, Young's teams finished 12tb and 13th at the slate
tournament.
Due to her new head coaching duties. Young resigned at
St. I Irsula but Vi ill remain at the
country club.
"I think it is a tremendous

opportunity," she said, "It gives

lason Renlner BGtews

WHICH SIDE IS RIGHT?: Steven Wright and the BG men's program
have split in what the team is calling a mutual agreement.

RedHawks invade Ice Arena tonight
REPORTER

She has. in fact, been playing
golf almost her entire life.
Young began playing with her
lather at age 4, and it only took
one year before ihe future golf
instructor and coach played in
her firsi competitive tournament.
"I've had a passion for the
gameevei since." Young said.
Young graduated from the
University Of Toledo in 2002
and earned a Masters degree
from the same school in 2003.
During her playing career at
UT. she earned four letters and
was named team captain. In
2000, she was the individual
champion at the Bowling Green

off team. We want to gain confidence and have success against
this Miami team heading into
the playoffs."
Tile Falcons lost both games
against the RedHawks earlier
this year, one in Oxford and one
at home. The games had scores
of 6-1 and 5-3, respectively. The
Falcons went l-for-17 on the
power-play in Ihe series
In addition to having the best
penalty kill and goals allowed
per game average in ihe (XII A.
Miami brings a solid team lo the

Table. I'heltedl lawks have played
well all yeai and ii lias shown as
they've ridden along the top of
the standings ihe whole way.
"They ran away with the
league because they remained
so consistent all year," I'aluch
said. "They don't have a weakness. They're a very solid team
thai keeps coming at you "
The Falcons currently sil In
lllh place and can not move
any higher in die two games
that remain. Tonight's game is
at 7:05 p.m. at the Ice Arena.

me the ability to teach and
coach golf."
Teaching the game is something Young loves lo do, as she
has had exposure to everyone.
I've taught men. women and
juniors."
After coaching at ihe high
school level for almost three
years, the question comes up
on whether There is a difference in coaching at the prep
and college levels. For Young,
the answer is a resounding yes.
"There is a difference in the
desire and commitment level
of the golfers." Young said. "The
standards of practicing and
playing are higher. The drive
and commitment to excellence
is greater. Not everyone gets lo
do this Iplay golf in college].
I've tried to stress that It's an
honor and a privilege to play for
this team."
young's message seems lo be
resonating with her golfers, as
she already has gained plenty
of support.
Carley Hrusovsky. a sophomore on the team, is looking
forward lo the opportunity of

No Worries. No Hassle.
Winthrop t Summit Terrace

Property A

Propeity B

High Speed Internet

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Heat

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Nol Included in Rent

Hot Water

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Nol Included in Rent

Privote Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

AppFe,

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

| Flexible lease

Yes

No

No

1 Month Rent

1 Month Rent

1 Jeturiry Depesit

$200 (min)

Wintiirop & Summit Terrace m. \
Wmlhrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E Napoleon Rd
M F 9:00 500& Sal 10:00 - 2:00
419352.9135

Management Inc,
yyww.meccabg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353.5800
info@meccabg com

YOUNG, PAGE 12
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Falcons excited to
play for new coach
YOUNG, FROM PAGE 11
working with Young.
"I'm very excited to have
coach Young here at Howling
Green,"
HrtlSOVSky
said.
"From what we've seen in the
three or so weeks that she's
been here, she scents enthusiastic and dedicated to making
us the best student-athletes
and golfers we can be."
Senior Amanda Schroeder
also sees the current coaching
transition in a positive light.
"This is going to be a great
experience for her," Schroeder
said. "We hope the new ideas

For Rent

she implements in practice
will benefit each one individually as well as the learn.
All in all, this may be a big
transition, but we believe to
sec ii as the best interest for
our team."
With the team behind her
and years of experience helping to back her up. Young definitely has goals in mind.
"I want to help the players reach their full potential."
she said. "I want them to gain
experience and contend |for
the MACchampionshipl."
And experience, of course,
is Young's biggest attribute.

Help Wanted

"Houses Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU
5 6 bdrm 321 E Merry ffC
3 bdrm 315* 309 1/2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E.CourlUp.326 Leroy Dn
Apis 1 S 2 bdrm 316 8 311 E Merry
* More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-3530325 9am-9pm. Also
Apis. & rms. avail now. low as S199

THE HUGEWORLD PROJECT
Sat. Feb 25.21 & over
Nate 8 Wally's Fishbowl
109 E Wooster. BG OH
www.myspace.com thehugeworld
project

Services Offered
Having financial difficulties?
Good, bad or no credit Fast
approvals, bankruptcy accepted
All types of loans. No lees.
Call today 1-866-361-5036 24 hrs

Wanted

Graduating or Do you simply need a
Roadmap for Success Today7
A Simple. Fun & Lucrative Business
Be Menlored by Wealthy Entrepreneurs Call 866-823-1890 visit
www market2you com
Looking tor leasing agent with
energetic, outgoing personality.
2057 Napoleon Rd
bowlinggreen@cbeech.com
PART TIME WORK
$13.50 Oase'appl.. flex, sched . all
maiors welcome. All ages I8.,sales
sve. Conditions apply Call M-F
419-861-6134

Looking (or a roommate lor next yr.
505 Clough SI.
Call Justin at 419-680-3987

3/4 bedroom available May.
$800 mo 640 S. Summit St
419-308-9905
30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355
419-352-0590.
4 bdrm. house available May '06
W/D, 2 full baths. $1400 mo
419-787-7577.
Apartment, lor Rent
426 E Wooster. Large 1 bedroom
Avail. Fall, 2006 $425/mo Utils Incl.
352-5882
BGApts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 * gas/elec 12 mo. lease
Smiih Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
www bgapartmenls com

For Sale

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgml.com
Quiet Tenants Desired
Grad.'Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 monlh lease only
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

NOW LEASING 2006-2007
d

Georgetown Manor 800 3 St.

The "Blue House"616 PSt.
1 & 3 Bedroom Apartmenls

133.5 H. Church St.
2 Bedroom House
Downtown, Newly Remodeled
FAMIIY OWNED & OPERATED

MmtHTALS
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
28
30
34
36
38
39
40
42
43

Smacking blow
Slink
Road choice
Cash drawer
"Plaza Suite" setting
Jai_
Blues singer James
Revere
Unused
Start of Molly McGee quote
Part 2 of quote
Categorizes
Bony
Close in on
Part 3 of quote
Set the pace
Rounded ottoman
Merits
Deed
Part 4 of quote
Pen fluid
Fingerprint feature

II II.HI

Ttrurfaa tv
MOMIAV nil W»l Ml SMTS.U1 SHimill.J"
nmi.W-MMHV All SMP.AIJ SHimM3.^ll
THE RINGER IPG-131
510 710 9:20
TOURS. MINE AN0 0URS|«|5 00 7 00 910
WALK THE LINE IPG-131
4 00 7 CO 9:40
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET OF
FIRElPG-111
4 15 7 30
CHICKEN LITTLE 101
510 710 910
RUMOR HAS IT. . |PG-13| 5 20 7 20 9:30

1
45
46
47
49
51
53
56
59
61
62
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

27
29
31
32
33
34
35
37

Clenched hand
Salton and Sargasso
Part 5 of quote
McCarthy's attorney Roy
Hot sulfur springs of Spain
Window sill
Part 6 of quote
End of quote
Foray
The ones there
Weighty sound
To be. in Tours
Fix firmly
Go underground
Flanders river
Labors
Box for practice
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WWW.KAPTI.ST.COM

Huge 4 bdrm S 4 living rooms W/D
hookup, nice area, no pets. Avail.
August $775<mo 419-353-0326

Summer rmtes. needed. Fully furn.
3 bdrms. 2 baths. Close to campus
$400 mo incl. util. 419-262-1368

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10-2 M-F
wwwbgapartments.com

PERRY LAKE VILLAGE
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDENTS WELCOME
1, 2, 3 BEDROOMS $499 - $699
419-874-7274 OR 1-888-544-4647
Seeking 1 additional female roommate 3 bdrm. 1 5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07 Rent
is $350 monlh • utilities. Call Krisli
for details al 419-494-6911
Subleaser needed, move now. Rent
paid to March 15. Apt on Clough St.
behind Myles Pizza Call Marcelo at
419-308-1044

Three Bedroom Houses for Rent 12
mo lease - starting May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $690 . util
605 5th St. A - $699 ♦ util.
609 5th St • $900 * util
419-352-8917

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353 5800
Visit Online
MnAnM.meccab9.c0m

Sublsr. needed, ibdrm.. 1 bath. 228
1/2 S College, apt J. $395<mo.
Tenant pays elec. gas $20 mo Pets
welcome. 1/2 blk. Irom BGSU Call
Tricia 419 494 4300

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
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House close to campus, May 06
835 5th. 4 bdrm.. 2 ba... $900/mo.
Aug. 06, 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
$350 mo Pets allowed both.
Frobose Rentals 419-352-9392

/ -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

3

r<

1

HHCJ 3

For Rent

and a tot more units LG. & Small
Call tor inlo at 419-353-0325 9am -9pm
K listings available 24/7 at 316 E Merry «3
or cartyrentals com

t

THE
TANNING
CENTER

N

no hidden lees no credit card required

t

THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

r- 5 beds. 1 booth
L closest to campus

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

993 S Main
419-353-8826

419-353-7715 t=J

248 N. Main
419-354-1559

! 2 FREE VISITS
i with any 10 visit
i package purchase
HI 1 !l II

32 Rooms fluailable!!

VHUtlllT IWMM

1

1

Subleaser Needed.
Big, Spacious House.
$275 mo. . utilities. 330-701-8575

REE HEAT
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For Rent

m&mtyQam jgs,,

• Ground floor ranch
■ Private entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

Angry gaze
Stock-market abbr
Arrange anew
Sword cases
Sonnet fmale
Corrida cry
Chart stand
Mild Dutch cheese
Terminator
Low card
Panamas and tedoras|
Ireland, poetically
Cincinnati pros
Med. care plan
Oriental sash

For Rent

1 BvNIUhlr for hlrthd>>

FREED0MUN0 mi
M0 i 30 7 10 9 45
HAHNT MCPHEE1PC1' ' '-S 30745 1000
BD0KEBACII MOUHTtlHinr 30400700955
FUN WITH OICKt JANE iPG-111 4 10 950
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA THE HON. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE IPGI I 15 7 00
DATEMOVIElPO-111: 153205257309:35
EIGHT BELOW (PG)
130415700940
CURIOUS Gf ORGE1G1100305510 715920
THE PINK PANTHER |P0| 1 45 4 30 7 00 9 30
FIREWAILIPO-UI
130 4 15 7:009 40
FINAL DESTINATION 3(RI
100310520
7 309 50
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPO-Ill
100
3 10 5 20 7 30 9 40
BIG MOMMA'S HOUSE 2IPO-13I '145 4 30
7 00930

_

I

11
12
13
21
23
26

KAPLAN
1 800 KAF IIS I

\.\\\ 139 form-roll--3 ,iiul Kl ±i.\
AIL STADIUM SLATING

partial
€ «ll for Inlormalion
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

i

I

1

i; Scorns GUARANTIED OR YOUR MONI Y BACK'

C,/. a t msAU; CY^ //r> rmnrlrl

Party ■

ii

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?

CONTACT LUCIE 419 354-9740

T?>a-i<mifir /2 4^1-~4>4

■

Goulash and ragout
Stone: pref.
AC generator
Started a garden
Biggers' detective
Roundup
DDES command
Poetic contraction
First-year students at
Annapolis
Census unit in Mexico
City
40
Ken or Lena
41
Chimed
44
Baby foxes
Explorer Johnson
46
More inexperienced
48
Meals-on-wheels50
recipients
52
54
Altercations
55
Troy, NY sch.
56
Amiry
57
Sicilian resort
58
Invites
60
Mown expanse
63
Back talk?
Toggle switch options 64

M U
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3091/2 E. Merry

1
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No Three Tenant Rule Here
32-t E. Meriiy/
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Clough St. 5 bdrm house. 2 bath,
close to downtown and campus.
$1500'mo . utilities. 419-340-2500

Beautiful Home for Sale
3. bdrms.. 2 1/2 baths, great room
w/firplace. formal dng.rm . Ig. eat in
kitchen, office, finished basement &
more. 1202 Bourgogne, BG.
419-353-1035

1 & 2 Bedroom Aportments
Parking and laundry Facilities
Gas, Water, & Sewet paid.

^^ajaUaJ^aV-^

3 bdrm. house One block from
campus Avail May 06 W/D & AC.
One year lease for $1,000/month.
Call 419-787-7577.
3 bedroom house. Close to campus.
Available in August. New furnace &
air. $675<month 419-352-9378.

DiBenedetto's is accepting applications for prep 8. delivery personnel.
1432 E Wooster.

«fJ5JFT>

brought to you by

M

12 mo. avail.in May. W/D, C/A, 11/2
baths. 4 bdrm . 2 car garage $1350
mo plus dep 419-836-7674 or
419-360-6060

'BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800 965-6520 ext 174.

City Events

The Daily Crossword Fix

1 bedroom apartment Quiet location, close to campus. Available in
August $375'month. 419-352-9378

2 bedroom apartment. Great condition, quiet area. No pets $475 mo
Available in August. 419-353-0326.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

5 beds, 2 booths
L ippt. available

r

THE WASH HOUSE

imn"

in the standard
i beds only 59t?5,
| Ml/Ml

r

lotions always

TVIVI/T

;25%0FF|^

r 17 beds. 2 booths
I- no appt needed

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairvicw Ave
1 & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishv. usher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condilion/Washer/Dryers in
2/3 Ixlrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
lit iii/silr

710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.
Dislmasher/GarbageDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Inlernel/Walk lo Campus

,*<fEfcCA
Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close to downtown

/Cfl^CA

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historic Millikin

Summit Street

HOTEL'

•APARTMENTS

Central downtown location
Unfurnished
On-site laundry
Air conditioned
Remodeled units
2 story loft style
apartments available
• tffirlences start at
S345/mo +electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 -352 071;

Management Inc.
215 B. Poe
Eff. I bdrm/2 bdrms
Starting at $255/mo
Laundry on site
\fi minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

/(JEfcCA
Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey

842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Stop by the Office
cil 1045 N Main SI
or check wehnlc
www.mecca'
toi complete listing

